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Marchers protest missiles
Local pacifist oe

“—

By Judy Connelly

Oct. 26, 1983

in Europe

Solidarity with international disarmament movement

a

TH:

Staff writer

Heeding an international call for action, about 125 people marched from
Eureka to Arcata Sunday, joining
more than 1.5 million counterparts in
Europe in protesting the planned
deployment of missiles in Dect:mber.
Oct. 21-24 was declared Euromissile
Action Week by the Arcata City Coun-
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6 et

PA

cil, and a coalition of 11 local groups
sponsored the march.

These included Citizens and Physicians for Social Responsibility, HSU
Students

for

Peace,

the

Food

Bank,

Central American Solidarity, the Redwood Alliance and the War Resisters
League.
The march

began

County

Courthouse

guerrilla

theater

at

the

with

and

a

Eureka

speeches,
moment

of

silence for American Marines killed in
Lebanon.
It ended four hours later with about

200 people joining hands around

the

Nuclear arms protesters ah

ann

a crash at the end of utter destruction.
“‘Let us recognize this is a game of

chicken with an explosive power of one

Arcata Plaza.

The deployment of Pershing II and
cruise missiles in West Germany, Great
Britain,
Italy,
Belgium
and _ the
Netherlands was proclaimed by various
speakers
as
being
destabilizing,
wasteful, provocative and immoral.
Edileth Eckart, a spokeswoman for
the Center for Creative Peacemaking,
said she had been in the Soviet Union
in January and had found ‘‘the Soviet
people do not want war.”’
Eckart denied there was a nuclear

million Hiroshimas at the end,’’ she
said.
HSU
graduate,
and
former
part-time psychology instructor, Bruce
Siggson said the Europeans he met this
summer during a 700-mile peace walk
from Berlin to Geneva, Switzerland,
“‘were scared to death.
‘*They feel the West has been the aggressor in upping the ante in the game
of chicken,’’ he said.

Siggson said there are more nuclear

aah
playing

1101 to ree
a game

of

tug

Plaza.
of

—Charlie

war,

and

Europe is the rope,”’ he said.
Siggson read a message from his
European friends that said, ‘‘While
you are asleep, please rest easier to
know on the other side of the world
there are people struggling for peace.’’
He also questioned the motivation of

the arms buildup.
“*If peace were profitable, we would
have it in abundance,”’ he said.
In an interview before his
Frederick P. Cranston, HSU

speech,
physics

chairperson, agreed the arms buildup
‘thas to do with making money.”’

arms race, as a race implies a competi-

weapons

tion which produces a winner.

any other place — and they are under

He said,‘‘The people who are mak-

‘There is no goal, there is no race.
We are on a collision course with only

U.S. control.
‘**The Soviet Union and the U.S. are

ing weapons are perpetuating the myth

per capita

Loss of students
By Martin Melendy
Staff writer

HSU is shrinking.
Because fall enrollment shrank by
about 550 students from last year the
school’s budget will shrink by almost
$1.3 million.
To make up the loss, which must be
returned
to the California
State
University
system,
campus
administrators are in the process of
deciding what and where to cut.

in Germany

than

far as anyone,

who

is in the

position to, knows, Russia has never
violated any treaty regarding nuclear
weapons,”’ he said.
Cranston said he had been a nuclear
effects officer in the military before
retiring in 1966.
“*I worked on weapons in a weapons
lab and finally decided we had enough
and didn’t need any more. Then I saw
we had more than enough, and I left,’’
he said.
During his speech Sunday, Cranston
said he visited the Soviet Union last
summer and believes the Soviet people

want peace.
“The Soviet people are as much
afraid of us — if not more so — than

See MISSILE, page 8

that Russia can’t be trusted.

lost money for HSU

means

but ended up with 6,088, hence it must

and about $1.5 million in early retire-

return the money.

ment

Last year HSU

‘‘As

Metivier

was

forced to return $178,000.
“‘Though 6,580 was substantially
above what we thought, we didn’t
argue because the handwriting was on
the wall, and it’s better to handle as
payback
rather
reduction
of
positions,’’ Dobkin said.
The losses due to enrollment decline

Arts, science

and

annuities’

costs

leave

the

campus about $29 million after starting
with $32 million for the fiscal year.
Tuesday

the

University

Resource

Planning
and
Budget
Committee
agreed toa plan that involves cuts from
the university’s
four administrative
areas: Academic Affairs, Student Services, Adminstrative Affairs and the

enrollment

President’s Office.
The plan, presented by the Standing
Committee on Budget and Finance,

uses $1.5 million for the loss because it
allows for flexibility in identifying
areas to be cut, Edward Del Biaggio,
director
of administrative
services,
said.
“I’m
not sure it’s attainable or
See CUTS,

down

page 6

most

Some faculty may be laid off, Plant
Operations projects will be reduced
and services such as the Counseling
Center may be diminished.

“To layoff in the middle of the year
is not reasonable,’’ Milton Dobkin,
vice

president

for

Academic

Affairs,

said. ‘‘There are ways to meet essential
cuts without that.”
CSU campuses are given money bas-

ed on the total
school divided
number
of
students. If a

of units being taken at a
by 15, which gives the
full-time
equivalent
school falls below the

given number by more than 150 it must

give up $2,186 per student beyond the
amount.
HSU was tabbed for 6,580 students

The enrollment drop which will cost
HSU about $1.3 million is spread
throughout campus, but the College of

Science

and

the

College

Arts and Humanities
most students.

of Creative

have

lost

the

Science enrollment is at 1,578, down
185 from last fall, and creative arts and
humanities dropped 145 to 1,454.

Enrollment figures are based on the
number of units at the campus divided
by 15 in order to give the number of
full-time equivalent students.

This
down

Dean
Robert

fall

enrollment

from 6,701

is

last year.

at

6,088,

of Admissions and Records
Hannigan
said,
‘‘We
an-

ticipated

being

down,

but

didn’t know until the initial
tions started coming in.’

we

really

applica-

Hannigan pointed to HSU’s location, the increased costs of going to

and
Special
Programs
remained
steady.
@ College of Behavioral and Social
Sciences is down 143 to 1,360.
@ College of Natural Resources fell
120 to 562.

school and the declining pool of high
school graduates as key factors in the
loss of students.

18 to 655.

Hannigan said schools are faced
with
less traditional
college-age

151.

students, and the number of students
attending college is expected to continue downward.
Other HSU colleges suffered enrollment
drops,
but
the
College
of
Business and Economics is up and the .

Division

of

Interdisciplinary

Studies

@ Business

,

and

economics

@ Interdisciplinary
@The
Division
Physical Education

studies

went

up

stayed

at

of
Health
and
fell 36 to 324.

Although
statistics
were
not
available from other California State
University quarter schools, semester
schools San Francisco and Sonoma are
down. Northridge and Fresno are up.

~
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CSU chancellor
requests fee cut
By Adam

Truitt

Campus Editor

Editor’s

provided

note:

The

Reader’s

the funds for

Digest

a reporter

Foundation

to

travel

to

Sacramento for this hearing.

SACRAMENTO—
Ann Reynolds
tee Thursday
approve a $90
for 1984-85.
If approved
Gov. George

California State Chancellor W.

told the Senate Education Committhat she will ask the CSU trustees to
reduction in each student’s yearly fee
by the trustees, the Legislature and
Deukmejian, it will be the first time

fees have been reduced in state history,
said at the hearing.

Reynolds

‘*California has always been a state of firsts, now

:

es

Education committee members, including
listen to university representatives.

Gary Hart (L.), and

let’s be the first to lower fees in accordance

said

with our stated intent to do so — now that the state
has entered economic recovery,’’ Reynolds told the
committee.

Sacramento

She was referring to the surplus of $1 billion the
state will collect by the end of the fiscal year due to

definite plans, because we haven’t looked at next
year’s budget yet,’’ Brett said.
Brett said there was confusion because the San
Francisco Examiner reported Thursday that the
Governor had sent Reynolds a letter supporting a
specific fee cut plan.
‘The letter said the governor would consider
lowering fees,’’ Brett said, ‘‘but he (Deukmejian)
made no commitments.”’
Education Committee Chairperson Gary Hart
(D-Santa Barbara) told the hearing’s audience that
CSU fees have more than tripled in the past three
academic years.
Fees totaled $226 for the 1980-81 academic year.
Hart told the committee he is ‘‘concerned with
what appears to be the practice of using fees to
balance out the budget’’ of the state’s higher education system, including the University of California
and community colleges as well as the CSU.
‘*I think California’s historic policy of low fees is
something we should be proud of,’’ Hart said. He
also told the hearing that fees should be ‘‘predictable and moderate.”’
Curtis Richards, CSU student lobbyist ,told the
committee that student fees in the CSU system have
already ‘‘gone through the roof ”’ and that students
‘*don’t know where the money goes,’’ expressing a

an upswing in California’s economy,

State Finance

Director Michel Franchetti said at the meeting.
Reynolds and several university and state government officials
concerned with post-secondary
education spoke to the committee on an invitation
to explain the principle problems with student fees
at California’s state-funded universities.
Reynolds told the commiittee fees were raised
$192 this year because ‘‘there were no other alternatives other than massive cuts in class offerings.”’
The Legislature and the state treasurer’s office
had indicated that there was not enough cash to
support the university system at last year’s student

fee levels.
Reynolds said reduction will require an additional $25 million be given to the CSU system by
the state for the next academic year.
The cost of the system to the state currently runs

at about $900 million, Patrick Callan, director of
the Post-secondary Education Commission, said.
The governor’s educational representati:+ at the
hearing, William Cunningham,
would like to lower student fees

a

very

However,

high
Kevin

priority
Brett,

in

the

assistant

administration.
press

secretary,

in

a

telephone

interview

from

that Deukmejian does not support any

specific proposal to lower CSU fees.
‘We (the Governor’s office) don’t

have

any

—Andrew

Moor

(2nd from R)-

a

concern that many CSU students do not understand
the difference between tuition (paying for instruction) and fees (paying for student services like a

health center or an
Sen.
Wadie
mitted that student
the committee and

arts and activities organization).
Deddeh
(D-Chula
Vista) adfees were unpredictable but told
the audience at the hearing that

‘*we (State of California) cannot fund education at

the level that we want to.’’
He said after such tax cuts as Proposition 13
(property tax cuts voted for in a popular election in
1979) the state no longer has the money to spend.
Hal Geiogue, a state legislative analyst, told the
committee the state spends about $11 billion on
education for all school systems in California, nearly half of the total general fund.
From that $11 billion, about $4,500 is spent on
each CSU student per year. Geiogue also noted
that UC students cost the the state $9,000 a year to
educate.
Geiogue said recent CSU fees do not ‘‘appear excessive when compared to the fees charged at public
universities in other states,’’ but also told the committee that the manner in which recent increases
have been implemented and the lack of certainty
regarding future fee levels put the students in a dif-

ficult position.
Director of the Student Aid Commission, Arthur

Marmaduke,

told the committee that students are

taking

more

out

Guaranteed

Student
Loans
See FEE, page 10
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said the governor
and that education
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SLC votes, opposes law suit against governor
By Andrew Moore
Staff writer

Student
Legislative
Council

The
Calilfornia
State Student
Association
lawsuit against Gov.
George
Deukmejian
highlighted a
four-hour Student Legislative Council
meeting as members debated the consequences of the suit.
The lawsuit, filed Aug. 23, questions
the constitutionality of the governor
erasing fee-related language from the
1983-84 California State University
budget, which specified legislative approval for fee increases. Eliminating
the wording enabled the governor to
raise fees at the same time he reduced
funds for the CSU system by $119
million.
The lawsuit would reduce student
fees to the 1982-83 level, but it would

|
|

also cause a budget shortfall in the
CSU system of about $62 million. If
not compensated for, this revenue loss
could force major system-wide layoffs
‘and program reductions.
The lawsuit debate hinged on what
consequences the CSU system would
suffer and what responsibilities are inherent in the council’s position.
Having postponed voting on the

tain can only serve a year without con-

firmation,’’ Mark Timmerman, Partain’s administrative assistant, said in a

Judi Sheppard Missett

r

to

a_

said.

higher

‘‘Are

we

Canada Air CL 215.
This aircraft, also known as the
Super Sccoper, can scoop water off the

but it is hoped

this has changed, Timmerman said.
Partain has been charged with having a conflict of interest regarding the
$10,000 worth of Pacific Lumber Co.

gaa
ire.

stock

craft.

he

inherited

last

The

of

January.

Another point in question is Partain’s
knowledge of fire fighting.
Problems
regarding
Partain’s
knowledge of fire fighting surfaced in a

dispute about the purchase of an aircraft by the department, Jim Branham,

staff director for Sen. Jim Hielsen,
R-Woodland, said in a telephone interview from Sacramento.

Sen.
Bill Campbell,
Heights,
recommended
forestry

department

R-Hacienda
that

the

purchase

Vitty

Wetney

Senate

wanted

the

©:partment

forestry to purchase one of the air-

Partain’s name went through the
Senate
Rules
Committee,
and

unanimously

a

passed the first time.
See PARTAIN, page 6

Let University Travel

©2

BUCHANAN #
inteldt 4t StateSta
oniversity

of a lake to use for fighting a

‘“‘They wanted us to buy a plane
from Canada that cost $6 million,’
Partain said, ‘‘We got into more trouble for it because Sen. Campbell and
some other senators supported the CL
215.’’ Partain said that the plane could
be built in California for much less
money.

ise

bys

tnstr uct

appeals

Stegeman

troversy in the Senate,

It will not be until January, at the
earliest, that his name is brought to the
floor of the California Senate. But, it is
likely a former chairman of the HSU
forestry department will be confirmed
as the director of the California
Department of Forestry.
Jerry Partain was appointed director
of the Department of Forestry on
March 7 by the governor. Any appointee can hold his office for one year
without confirmation from the Senate.
“The Senate will have to take a
stand prior to February because Par-

still stalled

court?’’

Partain has been the center of con-

Staff writer

approval

‘*Even if we win the lawsuit, what if

Deukmejian

telephone interview from Sacramento.

By Pat Konoske

Partain’s

prepared to keep contributing student
money toward a cause that may do
severe damage in the shori--un and
then realize a long-run failure on top of
that?’’
Crocker took the opposing view,
claiming that lack of support for the
lawsuit will give the governor unjust
privilege to increase fees as he sees fit.
“The constitutionality of allowing
this much power in the hands of one individual must be challenged,’’ he said.
The potential loss in number of
students able to afford a higher education is far greater than the possible
shortcomings in pursuing the lawsuit,
he said.
“The far-reaching implications of
this issue should be seriously considered by the student council,”
Crocker said.

issue until after the CSSA meeting this
weekend
at HSU,
Bill Crocker,
Associated Students vice president,
said only three members chose to actively pursue CSSA representatives for
more information on the topic.
Forced to decide, the council voted
to oppose the lawsuit until the CSSA
Board of Directors provide a clear plan
of action 01 how they propose to avoid
the $62 million shortfall.
Lengthy discussions revealed several
reservations about adamantly supporting the lawsuit.
SLC Chairman Scott Stegeman said
the CSSA has not considered the
possibility of remaining in court for a
long time.
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Student ‘die-in,’
misplaced effort
9

n Monday

HSU

about

Students

‘‘die-in’’

in

40

for

front

members

Peace

Oct. 26, 1983

(=

of

held

of the
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a

Student

Employment Office.
If it was an attempt to inform and persuade the HSU community, it was a wasted
effort. Aside from the media and the

demonstrators, few people looked on.
_ One goal was to inform the public of the

implications of the
United
States’
covert involvement
in
Nicaragua
—
through the Central

e
8
Editorial

Intelligence Agency. Another was to accentuate the contributions of the Lawrence
Livermore and Los Alamos laboratories

**to the arms race and world instability.”’
Yet, one of the primary objectives of the
white-clad, prone demonstrators was to
“induce the university to cease to help
recruit
for
Lawrence
Livermore,
Los
Alamos and the CIA,”’ their literature said.

This course of action was based on the
premise that HSU is a Nuclear Free Zone
and,

therefore,

‘‘the

enlistment

of

HSU

students in the development of nuclear
weapons is, by this declaration, a violation

The CIA is clearly worried that the recent ‘die-in’ at HSU could
threaten their entire recruiting program.

of the students’ will.’’

The Student Employment Office’s policy
of advertising a job in a binder, with an accompanying leaflet on a wall, is vastly different

from

‘recruitment’?

—

which

con-

to actively — graphically — voice their dissent. This also applies to freedom of
choice.
Thus, it is a breach of an individual’s

notes distribution of propaganda, screening and the Marines’ ‘‘We’re Looking for a

freedom of choice, the right to choose a
livelihood (if it is legal), that HSU Students

Few Good Men’’ booths.
In the United States any

For Peace is advocating.
In linking the employment

group

has

a

legal right to protest — to demonstrate
peaceably. This can often be discomfitting
to a public opposed to Nazism or other
forms of fascism. Yet, this law allows individuals of diverse political backgrounds

office’s

advertising of a job with complicity in CIA

atrocities and the design and buildup of
nuclear weapons, one could justify a ‘‘diein’”’ in front of the engineering building —
the

source

of some

Lawrence

Livermore

applicants. Better yet, take it one step further and ask students not to enter the
engineering program because Livermore
lab has hired HSU students in the past.
If the group had really wanted to reach
the potential ‘‘recruits,’’ it could have
compiled a CIA and Livermore fact sheet
to be included in the employment office’s

binder — along
descriptions.
HSU

students

with
should

the

agencies’

have

the

job

oppor-

tunity to know these jobs are available and
the freedom to pursue them if they desire.

Letters to the editor
@

A pat on the back
Editor:
A word of thanks for the good coverage of the
library’s current funding difficulties. Such

coverage has assisted us in lowering service expectations on the part of students, faculty and staff.
A few points are worthy of reinforcement.
CSU library reductions are the direct result of
recommendations made by the Department of
Finance and Legislative Analyst, subsequentlyen-

acted by the Legislature. Library funding formulas do not yet recognize important

services

such as interlibrary loan, extended library hours,
special collections, etc., much less correctly reflect
services directly addressed in the budget reductions. We anticipate further significant staffing

restoration of hours can take place. We will consider, however, any serious proposals to change
the mix of hours to serve better the greatest
numbers of users.
David

K. Oyler,

University

The Lumberjack axes letter
Editor:
Thank you for printing my letter. However, I
could not help but notice that the parts left out

best to accommodate further reductions. We will
also review actions to date.
With regard to library hours in particular, I do
not see how,

but also for the othe:

within budgeted

library resources, a

That reason is and was Jerry Brown’s

track

record in rural California. Rural California
wanted a change, a major one.
That Jerry Brown used both the CSU trustee
appointments and the UC regent appointments
as rewards for campaign favors (his last few UC

Librarian

for space consideration were just those parts
whose deletion would tend to verify the, I think,
quite valid criticisms of a liberal bias in The
Lumberjack.
There is little doubt that the fee increase has afflicted HSU. This fee increase would not have
been likely under Gov. Bradley, had he been
elected. The pattern in the county-by-county
returns (which I have,not only for the last election

losses and service reductions in 1984-85. In the
months to come, library staff, the University
Library Committee and others will consider how

tions in which blacks ran) shows pretty clearly
why Mayor Bradley lost to Mr. Deukemejian.

three major statewide elec-

appointments are a notable exception and there
are a few others) was noted even by a leading
Assembly Democrat on a recent visit to the North
Coast.

Mayor

Bradley,

in a campaign

speech in

San Diego, did criticize Gov. Brown for overrepresenting Los Angeles on both august bodies.
It was very well noted in the media that Bradley
did his best to be disassociated with Brown.

It did not reach the point of a comedy routine,
but it was obvious to everyone. Mayor Bradley
knew his Achilles’ heel full well. Again, most of
Gov.

Brown’s CSU

trustee appointments

were

filthy rich and it is not likely that any of them
were anything but 18- to 25-year-olds as
undergraduates. They did not push adaptation onSee MORE LETTERS, next page
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Rexx Ryan
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By Bryan Robles
YOU TO TELL
ONE HUNDRED

BUT

RATHER

MENTAL

TH

SKitL

YOU DEVELOP.
YOURE LEARNING
HOW TO AFeAN
F
AND THATS
WHATS
GOING TO BENEFIT

YOU

IN THE

More letters
to rural campuses. Indeed, only one of his appointments went to anyone from rural California
——
while three went to people from Beverly
ills.
This sort of pattern was typical throughout the
Brown Administration and cost the Democratic
Party badly. There were only about three rural
Democrats left in the State Assembly, there were
a lot more when Jerry Brown took office.
Like many others, I am appalled at the budget
cuts that have afflicted the CSU. The ability of
California to weather the recession better than
most states was, in large part, due to the system
of inexpensive higher education that it has traditionally provided.

standing up and saying that we deserve to maintain what we’ve worked for. L-P has net profited
$16.5 million during the first six months of this
year. Its claim that it can’t afford to meet
workers’ requests for wage increases that are well
below the annual rise in the cost of living is a
transparent excuse for wanting to gain more
money regardless of its effect on the workers’
lives. For my part I joined a group of students
who have been going out on Monday mornings to
walk the picket line with the strikers. We carpool
from Don’s

Donuts at 6 a.m. on Mondays.

join us.
Susan Kandel

It is important to the future of

the CSU that it mend a few fences in rural
California, fences that were badly neglected by
Gov.

Come

Recent graduate, sociology
Arcata

Brown.

Broadsides defended

Peter Bretnall,
Arcata

Students apathetic
Editor:
It is discouraging and frustrating to see the lack

of attention HSU

students have paid to an issue

that is of grave concern to this community. Since
June 24 workers have been striking the
Louisiana-Pacific plant in an effort to halt wage
and benefit rollbacks. The strikers have shown
lots of strength in their efforts to hold their own

against a multi-national corporation that is used
to working in figures instead of dealing with

fellow humans. For students to bury their heads
in their books and not connect what they’re learning to those things that are going on around them
is extremely scary and dangerous.
What is at issue here is that some

Editor:
I would like to comment on the controversy
over the Broadsides article in the Oct. 12 issue of
The Lumberjack.

I think the masturbation point is an exciting
one to play with.

Who

out there can deny having

felt the pulse so eloquently placed at HSU
students’ fingertips just a couple of weeks ago?
Broadsides’ editors Gluckson and Stutz obviously have not extrapolated in vain because they
have drawn attention to something very close to

all of us. In fact, if it was any closer, it would be
behind us.
Finally, if I read right, the Broadsides’ message
is: a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
Now that’s carnal poetry.
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are at Nelson

quite a shock. We’ve known each other since we
were Cub Scouts, and I’ve never had any reason
to think he was homosexual. Now he wants me to

What do you think I should do?

Uptight in Arcata

whining, little twerp, or you can enlighten her to
the wondrous economy of Pink Floyd.
Hey

Bob,

My

boyfriend told me he wants to

break up with me unless I start listening to Pink
Floyd albums. Do you think this is fair? — Pink
Stinks in Arcata

East 6.
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Humboldt State University. Arcata, Calif
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Listen, gays are people too, and they

Hey Pink,

That isn’t fair at all. Any guy who

would

quential tendencies.

myself, how about you?

living situa-

tion, relax, accept your roommate for what he is,
boil the water and whatever you do, don’t let him
use your soap.
Hey Bob, My girlfriend says she doesn’t want to
sleep with me anymore because she can’t stop
fantasizing about Elvis Costello. I’m not anything
like Costello. What do you think? — Motel Mat-

chless in Arcata
Hey Motel,

You can do one of two things.

one

quarter

are not necessarily

Students
is
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or the

for

univer

informational

as an expressed
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the

for

adver
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editorials are those

and

published

to be

endorsement
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of the editorial board

of the

purposes

is provided

Students

and $10 for the year
Opinions expressed

of

university

such
or

the

or

commercial
Associated

id is

You

force his musical taste on you should be

the first guy booted off the train. Music is honesty, not authority.

I tend to like Elvis Costello

doing this strange kind of mystical dance, waving
her arms and spinning around. Is this normal
behavior? — Jerry Garcia from Terrapin
Don’t concern

teenager’

in front of all those people. In fact, she may look
ridiculous, feigning some emotional

need for release while she basks in the audience’s
attention, which wraps around her brain like a
warm

blanket whenever

she says ‘‘I’m me, and

me is weird.”’
But we can’t assume such things. She is probably a very nice person.

Hey Bob, I’m just visiting this area, so maybe
this question isn’t necessary. Come to think of it,
maybe this area isn’t necessary. | know I’m not
necessary, but I’m here anyway, and I have a
question for you. I was walking through the
crowded quad the other day and saw a lone girl

Hey Jerry,

Lambie

she’s just into whatever it was that moved her to
a more complete expression of her inner, outer
and sideways selves. Let’s revel in the beauty of
freedom and those who dare to express that
freedom. She may look silly, out there all alone
downright

get along in life just like we do, with a little aid
from their friends. We can’t support discrimination, especially when it is based on such inconse-

can work on becoming more of an impotent,

Hail

Senior, business-biology

Hey Bob, My long-time friend and recent
roommate just told me he is gay. This came as

As for your own

the

year.

Man confesses, ‘I was a teenage

Hey Up,

during

school

Bob

—

Arrington

Mitch Lilly

What

call him Wendy.

Stupek

M. Mancini
Adam Truitt

Students

John Hannon,
people are

OH THE

CONNECTED TO THE.||
EM
Al AND THE
EMPORAL'S CONNECTED

yourself.

After all,

Hey Bob, I need someone to enter the Navy
with me on the buddy system.

Are you in-

terested? — Wendy
Hey Wendy, I don’t think the Navy will accept
you. Maybe you should try the WACS.
Any questions?
Lumberjack.

Write ‘‘Hey

Bob’’ at The

.
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Big stink over sewer lines at Council meeting
Adam Levin
Staff writer

Arcata

The
Arcata
City
Council
unanimously voted to proceed with the
installation of sewer lines in the Curtis
Heights area.
Curtis Heights is in north Arcata.
The total amount for the project is
$550,336. If the sewer costs more, the
city will have to pay the balance.
Financing for the project will come
from three sources, Frank Klopp, Arcata public works director, said.
Three grants, one from the federal
government, one from the state clean
water project funds and the other from
Housing
and Urban
Development,
total $480,000, Klopp said.
The remaining $70,336 of the pro jects funding will come from the
land

owners,

he said.

Parcels with the
having one-family

capability
houses
will

City
Council
charged $640 for each connection.
Parcels with
the
capability
of
having apartments or more than one
house will be charged $640 for each
10,000-foot unit.
Three land owners

protested by let-

ter to the number of units assessed on
their lands, Klopp said.
One
land owner
protested
the
amount because he said he used the
land for the water well he had on it and
had no plans to build.

of

be

Cuts
Don Lawson, acting vice president
of Administrative Affairs, said, ‘‘Plant
operations will be hit by far the
hardest. I don’t anticipate any layoffs,
but if we hadn’t planned we would be
in layoff.’’
While Dean for Student Services Edward Webb faces a $152,000 reduction,
he planned ahead. ‘‘We already had a
plan by leaving certain positions vacant. We’re ready for a loss of about
$100,000,’’ Webb said.
Webb said offices he oversees, such
as the Student Health Center, Career
Development

and

the

Counseling

University

Center, will be affected. ‘‘Directors of

Executive Committee
before being
decided upon.
President Alistair McCrone has requested the cuts by Nov. 15.

every one need to shave to some extent,

the

the planning commission couldn’t get
to a general plan amendment until
next year. Robinson added that the
general Plan would be updated next
year.
Simmons said he may look for
another site in Arcata.
The council also approved a _ citywide Christmas promotion.
John Graves, president of MTC
Associates Inc., a local advertising and
production agency, said that since Arcata’s Pack Train Days was such a success, he would like to do a Christmas
promotion.
Graves
brought
some

at HSU,

that the event increased business.

wants to buy the Burger

president

and

the

he can__

put up a new

said he felt the new
City Manager

Rory
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minority

leader, will lead discussion of Partain’s
confirmation on the Senate floor.
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Roberti

decided that there was no racism involved: and released Partain’s name
from the committee.

Cafe

Now serving sandwiches
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to better serve you
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investigation

BAR OPEN
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, Unique in Humboldt County
»
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Sprouted Seed

,

who

Republican
campaign
literature
featuring a picture of Assembly
speaker Willie Brown
was passed

racist.

Come

Buy your ad at the University Ticket Office

g

merchants

Days

last year was lost to Dan

NOW

Let Lumberjack Classifieds help you sell it

$

said

CL 215, Partain’s name was sent back
to the committee by Campbell.
Partain admitted, ‘‘I don’t have a
great deal of experience fighting fires,
but I have people in my office who
have been fighting fires for 30 years,
and I can turn to them.”’
Then, Branhan said, Sen. David
Roberti, D-Hollywood, sent Partain’s
name back to the Rules Committee
because Roberti felt some literature in
the Republican campaign last year was

better. ‘‘The flexibility of the university has been severely limited and depen-

-

,

from

Train

ching the funds
merchants.

Continued from page 3

Don't lose your head...

:
r

in Pack

would

area.

Robinson

comments

volved

Graves said $8,000 would cover the
promotional project. He added the city

He

restaurant could

contribute to the downtown

to fruition, next year promises to be no

preliminary plans have been drawn.

Perera

restaurant.

but we’ll try to balance it out.’’
While this year’s losses are coming

‘*‘We may be able to shorten that
because of prior consultation,’ Del
Biaggio said, adding the campus has
been
expecting
the
loss,
and

)
)

Bar

and wants the general plan changed so

taped

Partain

Continued from page 1
reasonable but it’s a place to start,”’
Del Biaggio, chairman of the standing
committee, said.
Academic Affairs will be hardest hit,
targeted for a $1 million loss. Administrative
Affairs
follows
with
$325,000. Then Student Services with
$150,000 and the President’s Office
with $25,000.
Within the next three weeks administrators of these areas must identify cuts and their expected impact.
The plans will pass through
the
resource committee, standing committee,

The council voted to overrule the
protest, saying that if it did not assess
the property now, it could not do it in
the future if the property changed
hands.
The two other land owners were protesting the number of units assessed on
their land. The council approved their
reductions.
In other actions, the council decided
to hold back a general plan amendment dealing with the Burger Bar at the
southwest corner of 7th and G streets.
It also approved a plan to put in
Humboldt Transit Authority bus stops
at the corners of the Samoa Boulevard
and Buttermilk Lane intersection.
Lee R. Simmons, personnel officer

Package purchased before November
1, 1983, we will give you a FREE
Commodore 64 computer. That's two

new

frontiers for the price of one!
So if you're interested in becoming
a pilot, then you are on the verge of
a major accomplishment... call us at
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r
Ai
va 443-3179
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é

A FLIGHT TRAINING COURSE
IS A GIFT THAT LASTS
FOREVER.
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CSU fee hike challenged

favor of the association and $70
million in fees could not be collected.
If the court does not require the state
to come up with $70 million for the
system, campus funds could be cut.
Therefore, the association suggested an
appropriations bill be passed to cover
the possible loss.
In light of the state’s improved
financial picture — it may have a $1
billion surplus by spring — a bill may
pass, Richards said.
“*You can bet if we win the lawsuit
that the CSU will be a hot topic of
discussion in Sacramento. My suspi-

disrupt the California State University
system, thus, a stay should not be
issued, the Attorney General’s office
claimed.
‘‘Basically he’s (Van deKamp) telling us we're full of shit,’’ Curtis
Richards, the association’s legislative
director, said Saturday in Nelson Hall.
is the governor’s
In question
the
to veto an item
authority
dictating
budget
the
in
put
Legislature
what a state organization, such as the
CSU system, may or may not do.
He does have the power to eliminate
money appropriated to programs.

By Martin Melendy
Staff writer

In a battle that pits the ideal of lowcost, accessible college education
against the power of the governor, a
lawsuit was filed questioning the legality of the way Gov. George Deukmejian
forced fees to increase $230 this year.
The instigator of this judicial
challenge is the California State Stumembers
whose
dent Association,
gathered at HSU Saturday and Sunday
to discuss student issues, including the
lawsuit.
In its 1983-84 budget, the Legislature
Filed in California Supreme Court in
|
included
a $1 fee hike and language
fee
August, the suit claimed the $230
which
stopped
the CSU Board of
ed.
rescind
hike should be
The association also asked the court Trustees from increasing fees.
The governor subsequently vetoed
to withhold any campus penalties for
these two items. This forced the board
a
until
e
increas
the
of
yment
non-pa
— which needed $70 million from
ruling. The Supreme Court may hear
students
to cover the governor’s cut —
er.
the case in Decemb
to
implement
fees.
In response to the suit, state At-*
The
board,
named
in the
suit
’s
deKamp
torney General John Van
because
it
should
have
followed
the
the
paid
s
student
most
office claimed
without
Legislature
the
by
set
controls
increase, and financial aid is readily gubernatorial interference, has not said
available to those who cannot.
what would occur if the court ruled in
Not penalizing or collecting would

rejoined in 1982.

at the

19 schools

in dues

to the association,

SECOND

HAND
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Masks
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E street,

Eureka

CUSTOM

See LAWSUIT,

page 17
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RETAIL

STORE FEATURING
LOCAL ARTISTS
95561
Third St. Eureka, Ca (707)- 443-3822

443-4305

Accessories

representatives

enamerianas
R-T-6

OO

at

increase

sanctions rather than disenrollment
proceedings.
Erdman
said this was
probably
because the schools did not want
©

Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds in Long
Beach.
As advocates for CSU students, the

campus

the

specific policy dealing with that.
Sacramento State began disenrollment of about
1,000 students in
September, and early in October Long
Beach disenrolled about 500, Erdman
said in a report to the association.
At San Diego 5,000 students have
not paid, and at San Francisco 9,000
failed to pay. Both schools instituted

which includes Richards in Sacramento
as liaison to
Lori Erdman,
and

association’s

because

crease, and the system does not have a

pay 40

Students

cents each

schools

was in effect when students paid. Yet,
at some semester schools students paid
a registration fee that did not include
the hike.
Erdman said Saturday that about
18,000 students had not paid the in-

run a bill themselves,’’ Richards said.
The lawsuit was not the only topic of
discussion in the association’s first
monthly meeting in Arcata since HSU

DADPDPPDPPPPDAPDPPDADAA

Treat yourself to Halloween

system

cion is if we win they (legislators) will

OPAD

LDAP

PPDODDPDD

— except from Sonoma and Fresno —
discussed issues such as non-payment
of fees after the hike
and the
chancellor’s hopes to revamp health
services on campuses.
Non-payment of fees has not been a
problem at HSU and other quarter-
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Continued from page 1
we of them,”’ he said.
Cranston
recalled being on the
Trans-Siberian railroad and speaking
to passengers on an opposite train
through the windows.
**As

soon

as

we

said

we

were

Americans, two old ladies held up their
thumbs and said, ‘‘Peace, peace.’’
Cranston

said that 21 years ago

we

were closer to nuclear war than ever
before.
‘*What is the difference between our
putting

missiles

in

Europe

and

their

putting missiles in Cuba?,’”’ he asked .
Tom Lewis, representing Physicians
for Social Responsibility, said nuclear
war could be ‘‘the last epidemic.”’
He said the destabilization of the
weapons balance would have longrange consequences, as the Soviets
would

feel

the

need

to match

us

as

they have in the past.
‘*This pattern will not stop.
**We are on the brink of an
opportunity to make a radical

.

departure from the past,’’ he said.
Lewis
advocated
writing
to
legislators to produce change.
“If

enough

government,

people

speak

it will have

to

our

to respond.

That is our system.

‘‘Our greatest obstacle is apathy,’’
he said.
Bob
Boiko
of the
Humboldt
Students
tion.

for Peace also advocated ac-

**Silence is the real crime against
humanity.
‘*We can’t be silent while the people
around us pave the road to mutual
destruction,’’ he said.
Boiko said it is necessary to push the
issue a little with family and friends.
‘*Are you willing to be uncomfortable among one of your hawkish
friends?
‘‘Forget Reagan; if we could convince our friends, Reagan would be
powerless.
‘*We have control over our own actions and direct access to the ones we
love. Using this access is our part.’’
Barbara Goldberg, speaking for the

Humboldt Nuclear Unit
first to be dismantled
By Smita Patel
Production manager

Humboldt County
dent — in 30 years.
The

will set a prece-

decommissioning

of the Hum-

brought the issue even closer to home.
‘‘Only by changing our hearts, by

boldt Bay Nuclear Unit will be the first
decommissioning
of a commercial
plant in the country, Ed Weeks, plant
manager for Pacific Gas and Electric,
said at a decommissioning forum on
Wednesday.
The forum, sponsored by the HSU
PG&E Campus Service Representative
and HSU Residence Hall Energy Conservation Organization, informed the
public about the decommissioning of
the nuclear unit located west of

changing

Highway

Northcoast

War

the way

Resisters

League,

we relate to nature

and to one another as individuals and
collectively, can we have peace.
‘‘We have to learn to struggle
through little conflicts peacefully and
to love and trust in a world that no
longer values these things,’’ she said.
Goldberg advised the marchers to
‘*walk out in love and hope — saying
‘yes’ to peace.”’

Cynthia Chason, representing the
Food Bank, reminded the audience
that tax dollars could be redirected into
such areas as education and social services.
‘*Love this planet,”’ she said.

101

and

south of Eureka.

‘*‘Decommissioning,’’
Weeks explained, ‘‘is a process through which a
nuclear
plant
is removed
from’
service.’’ The process calls for PG&E
to submit a plan to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for approval.
Weeks said they will do so early next
ear.
PG&E plans to remove all low-level
radioactive material from the site along
with other movable parts. The reactor
core will be emptied and the fuel will be
stored in the spent fuel pool located
underground

on

the

site,

putting

plant in a ‘‘dormancy period’’

the

years. Only after that will the plant be
dismantled and all waste material
removed from the site.
‘‘The radioactivity is high when the
fuel is first removed from the reactor
and gradually gets weak enough so it’s
not
very
dangerous,’’Frederick
Cranston,
chairman
of the HSU
physics department, said. ‘‘It never
disappears and takes hundreds of years
for the final fission products to be
formed.’’
Radioactivity, Cranston explained,
is the emitting of gamma and beta rays
that takes place when the uranium
atoms are split in the reactor. These
rays can penetrate most things and
destroy living tissue upon entering the
body.
Pat Agnello, spokesman for the
Redwood Alliance, said at the forum
that the group would like PG&E to immediately dismantle the non-nuclear
parts of the plant and ship the highlevel radioactive waste to a repository.
He agreed with PG&E’s contention
that none of the present repositories in
the country were equipped to handle
the high-level waste. One is expected
around the turn of the century.
One of the concerns expressed by
Agnello at the forum was that the
Humboldt Bay Nuclear Unit is located

for 30

See DECOMMISSION,

next page
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Decommission
Continued from preceding page
in an area of high seismic activity.
The results of a study done

by

Woodward and Clyde, a consulting
firm in San Francisco, showed that
there were three earthquake faults
within 4,000 feet of the reactor capable
of damaging the pool.
At present, the unit does

the

new,

more

stringent

not

meet

earthquake

measures required by the NRC.

‘*The safe store method poses the
question whether it (the spent fuel
pool) will be able to contain
and liquids for 30 years,’’
said.

He

also

expressed

ground,

water

around

the plant.

the fuel
Agnello

concern

about

and air contamination

Weeks

has 36 radioactivity
tions in the area.

said PG&E

monitoring

sta-

The stations are located as far south
as Fortuna and as far north as Arcata.
‘‘They are read every two weeks,”’

Weeks said.
He said they have never
found anything higher than the normal
atmospheric radiation level, except on
the plant site where the tanks create a
‘‘small’’ radiation source.
PG&E plans to continue monitoring
the area while the plant is in the dormancy
period.
The
cost
of
maintenance during that period is
estimated at $600,000 per year, Weeks
said.
The cost of the initial dismantling
process is estimated at $49 million.
This is in addition to the $17 million of
the unrecovered capital invested into
the plant by PG&E and the $11.3

§

—Charlie Metivier

PG&E officials will be turning off the lights in 30 years.
million estimated cost of safely storing
the waste during the dormancy period.
The Redwood Alliance has suggested
that the ratepayers pay for 40 percent
of the dismantling,
storing
and
maintenance costs. PG&E contends it
needs $3.6 million from consumers.

The

makes

Public

Commission

share their profits with

the consumers,

Weeks said.

‘‘The way we share the results of our
good decisions with the ratepayers, the
occasional bad decision must
shared with the consumer.’’

Bob and

also

Deborah

be

The plant was shut down in July
1976 for safety reasons.
The decommissioning, according to
Redwood Alliance, is ‘‘imperative.’’
PG&E estimates that by the year 2015,
the site will be decontaminated enough
to ‘‘put up a park for the public.’’
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Eureka’s cultural landscape can be
read just like a book, and now there’s a

10-4

book to show you how.
There are ‘‘visible clues to Eureka’s

Street

past on almost every block and
corner,’’ Hal Jackson, HSU geography

YARNS ©

THREADS
© Dyts

BEADS © GIETS
CARDS

professor, wrote in the introduction to

%

‘Eureka —

A Guide to the Architec-

|

ture and Landscape.’’
In an interview last week, Jackson
said his book, published in September,
is ‘‘designed to be a book to teach peo-

g

ple how to read the landscape. It’s not
just a book on pretty houses.”’
The

COME SEE US AT
OUR NEW
LOCATION
ON THE
SOUTH SIDE
OF THE PLAZA

cultural

landscape

reflects

@m

the

human modifications of the land, and
houses provide many historical clues.
The style of a house tells you when

it

was built, Jackson said, and the form
tells you where the idea came from. A

geographer uses those clues to discover
which cultural group created the landscape.
“Each region of our country has
contributed unique house forms to our
culture ...,’"° Jackson wrote. Those
forms spread across the country as settlers carried their ideas with them.

‘Cape Cod houses come from New

@

See ARCHITECTURE,

next page

761 8th S?.
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Continued from page 2
because of a decline in state funding
for other forms of assistance.
During the 1978-79 academic year

DELICATESSEN

all state assistance possible, while during the 1982-83 school year GSL loans
totaled about 12.5 percent of state
assistance, Marmaduke said.
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Low tape prices
on all TDK, MAXELL
and SONY blank
cassettes.
PLUS...

Now-

Real

supported

Because the Legislature will not be in
session until January, only four of the
11-member Senate Board of Education

Hunter S. Thompson

HOT WATER

the

Hart said Deukmejian insisted on
raising student university fees or else he
would deeply cut funding to the CSU
and UC. ‘‘He’s using blackmail to get
his way,”’ Hart said.

in

UC president’s office maintained that
no students were denied university admission because of a lack of funds.
Marmaduke

told

the entire university funding system.”’

next year.
representative

planning

raising university
fees last year
‘‘because the governor held hostage

state

to be offering $650 million

of family

and economic situations with so many
graduates in debt.’’
After the speakers had finished,

student loans took up only 3 percent of
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Basic Back School
a Wholistic Approach
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Saturday,

November 5

$20 fee

10am-Spm

| Pre-registration required by Nov

1

For more information call 822-7419
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North Coast Chiropractic
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Hillside Street, Eureka, is well known for its Victorian architecture.

Hubner

Dr. James A. Athing
Wholistic Health

Architecture
us

know

that

the

builder
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Continued from preceding page

£

likely

was

from that area, and he not only
brought the idea for his house, but the
rest

of his culture

as well,’?

Jackson

wrote.
Elements of style and form are explained and illustrated in the first section of the 83-page book, which is
available at the campus bookstore.
Those clues can be used ‘‘anywhere
on the West Coast,’’ Jackson said.
But Eurekans are ‘‘sitting on this

marvelous

storehouse

of buildings,’’

Jackson
said.
‘‘Il think
if there’s
anything unique to this area, it’s that it

has virtually a complete record of
California architecture.”’
One reason the record is complete is
that Eureka, founded in 1850, is an old

town. Also, Eureka has been slow to
grow — with relatively little pressure to
raze buildings to make way for new
construction, Jackson said.
Ted Loring Jr., president of the
Eureka Heritage Society, agreed.
‘“*You
can
walk
through
neighborhoods and see what it was like
a hundred years ago — all the landmarks
are
there,’’
he
said.

Neighborhood

unaware of the significant architectural
values.
‘You grow accustomed to it,’’ he
said. ‘‘When I came back (from college), I guess I had a different perspective. The more | started looking, the
more I realized it really is a unique
communit, ”’

Americans

are finally awakening

corner

stores

ed in 1973, has just completed a com-

America is finally
awakening to its
cultural heritage
prehensive survey of all city structures.

Loring said a three-member panel of
architectural and historical experts
from out of the area reviewed the
photographs and history of 1,500

to three

Eureka.

A

self-guided

map

is_

tours

nia Street, which was a central corridor
of early Eureka. Jackson noted that
the transportation needs of residents
representing many ethnic groups (prin-

cipally

Danes,

Norwegians)

Swedes,
were

Germans
served

by

a
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tion has been well done, with the side
benefits of putting people to work and
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bringing in urban development money.
But he noted that the main focus of
restoration is on
or ‘‘skid row.”’

the waterfront

area,

‘*There’s a built-in assumption
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of colonial
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150

selected to illustrate, in book form, the
architectural history of Eureka.
Other projects of the society include
a house tour each spring in conjunction
with Rhododendron
Days
and the
construction of permanent housing in

and

horsedrawn railway built in 1888.

Some

Lumberjack Enterprises

of

enlivened with historical anecdotes.
The first tour begins along Califor-

buildings.

at June 30, 1983

included.

Photographs illustrate many of the
structures identified and discussed in
the text, and several descriptions are

Eureka

Statement of Financial Condition

and

The second part of Jackson’s book is
devoted

to

their cultural heritage,’’ Jackson said.
The Eureka Heritage Society, found-

landmarks _ include

churches, homes,
ethnic social halls.
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Spook nigh:
By Gwen

Halloween,
began

the
as a

eve

of All

religious

festival

to

most

This year, the Arcata
Recycling
Center, the United Way and the March

of Dimes are holding individual fundraising activities that could prove to
be hair-raising or just plain fun.

Swingshift will play for the Arcata
Recycling Center’s fifth annual Hallo-

general fund.
Monsters
will

ween dance Saturday, from 8 p.m. until midnight in the Arcata
Veterans
Hall, at the corner of 14th and J
StThe Recycling Center’s director,
Kate Krebs,
said that this event has
been a success in past years and could
prove to be even better because the
costume contest, which is held at 10
Wesley
as

sagas

the

Brave souls who pay the $3.50-perperson fee will be led by the ranch’s
private marshal and two black widows
down through Monster Hollow where
17 infamous monsters will announce

Julie

This ‘‘Monster Walk’’ is a coordinated effort between the United Way

contestants

and the owners of the private ranch as

great

by the

sya

in

night.

Chesbro

The

We

lurking

themselves periodically.

and Arcata City Councilwoman
emcee

be

forested hills of Lazy L Ranch, 2969
Fickle Hill Rd., Arcata, Halloween

p.m., is better organized.
will

irrelevant costume and the most

original costume.
Some of the prizes that have been
donated by local retailers include dinners, hot tubs, items from a bath store,
theater passes and books.
The Recycling Center holds this
“‘once-a-year fundraiser to help (the
center) be here next year,’’ Krebs said.
The $4-per-person admission
must pay for the band, the hall, the
beer and the refreshments before the
center sees any money go into its

Several local non-profit organizations take advantage of the party mood
Halloween evokes in the young and old
alike.

Fulkerson

will in-

costume, the most socially responsible
costume, the scariest costume, the

almost everyone.

Supervisor

dance,

clude, among others, the best recycled “

Saints’

scare evil spirits away — now it is a
night that brings out the spirit in

County

music,

parade before the audience.
Categories for the contest

Neu

Staff writer

Day,

Local Halloween

have

“she

Another

sounds

Audio
this

same

of

KHSU

are

Technica
cartridge

on

$29.95 1
great

226 F Street, Eureka

buy

from

Ron's

brought

AT

12E

sale

to

J
Stereo

to

festivities include costume
‘monster

a way for the non-profit organization
to raise money. The United Way’s

445-3592

more

for those who

fun if people dressed

for the oc-

local retailers and residents have openwho dare enter.

The ‘‘Fun House,’’ at 725 10th St.,
Eureka, opened Friday and will be
open every night from 6:30 p.m. until 9
p.m.,

except

Friday

and

Saturday

when it will be open until 10 p.m.
Halloween night will be the last night
people can visit the house.

‘‘Late Night Fright Theater,’’ will be
the host of the evening. He will give
away T-shirts as prizes for a variety of

HOT

Traditional

TUBS

Sauna

Cabins

espresso-juice bar
international newspapers

Corner

5th

@

Sun.-Thurs. Noon to 10 p.m.

@

Fri.

- Sat.

Noon

Reservations
and d

to Midnight

822-2228
Arcata

t= > Village Liquors
\ sf a do |)

822-0753

MSC

Westwood

Shopping

Center

Halloween Theme

Kegs

Hamm’s
reg

$29.0

15% gal keg

$23.49

4
Miller

reg

Pony Keg

$25.00

$19.95

Order before thurs. for weekend

reg

Amstel

Christian Bros.

Great beer from Holland

Centenial Bottling

99

$5.99

$2.
6-pak bottles
$11.49 case

Now in for Halloween

Lunds famous fresh

Tom & Jerry Batter
a Wi)

V«/! Terry
& Velour
$7.50
- $19.50

1031
H ST.
ARCATA, CA 95521
PHONE (707) 822-3450

in the

Sleepy

ed a 13-room house full of mad
scientists and ugly monsters to those

forest, and lasts about'15 minutes, but
there are several other activities planned.
Spookman
Dan,
from
KVIQ’s

only

Center

of

casion.
Halloween would not be the same
without a haunted house to visit, so the
March of Dimes, Cal Trans,and many

The walk winds through approximately a quarter-mile of redwood

list is $ 85.00
Survice

Earlier

Legend

Hollow’”’ will be shown

to share their profits from this spooky
night with the United Way.

pty

television.

‘‘The

prefer a milder version of the Halloween legend.
‘‘We’re all going to be kids that
night,’’ Bearfighter said. He also said
costumes are optional, but it would be

10 years that the ranch will be open to
the public on Halloween, Bearfighter,
the ranch’s activities director, said.
The gates to the ranch were closed to
the public on Halloween 10 years ago
because the event became too popular
and took its toll on the property. But
now the owners want to become community-oriented again, so they agreed

you

for

a big-screen

evening,

Baker, of the United Way, said.
The event also marks the first time in

OUTDOOR

mansion

games.
The barn will be the place for horror
movie fans, because movies such as the
‘*Halloween’’ trilogy will be shown on

Eureka chapter allocates money to
human service organizations including
HSU’s Contact Center and the Youth
Educational Services Program, Scott

cartridge.
you

walk’ and haunted

contest,

1978"

Zinfandel
1.5 liter
$10.99

reg
$18.99

limited quantity

imported Cigarettes
Djarum, Krakatoa,

Kretek, Gudawg,
Dunhill, Exports
(lowest prices in Arcata)

Open till 12:00am Sat. 29th Come in and see our costumes!
come down in costume & get Andre Champagn for $1.99
Ad effective 10-28 thru 10-31
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October 26,
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Clothing
Art

Supplies

Imprinted Items

1783

Hf EU

Kookstore

it hurts to sell at such painfully low prices!
many selected items at or below cost!
Bookstore

will be closed

until noon.

Sale hours: 12:00—7pm

ALL SALES

FINAL

N
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yey, chewy delight for any occasion
ed all day and built
ravenous appetite?
you want a wellhd nutritious meal?

u want pizza.

hot to be excluded
llege student’s diet.
e to order a pizza

attempt to cook |
Plus, you can eat it
al (mmm ... cold
Arcata certainly
bast a pizza mecca,
bme_good parlors
e of which will probse to your favorite
pizza.
ot is suprisingly one of
parlors in town,
e longtime ‘‘Pizza Mill’’
at it has declined in
moving from the Jolly
ons to the University
izza by
ut they
m. The
bu only
arian.

the slice during
really start cooklunch time pizza
have a choice of
It’s a shame that

ados have to either resort

ulette or buy a sande pizza served in the
atch out scales. It’s inhuse unlike most other

jppping and the crust
eem to mix together.

sit daintily atop the
for an expensive shirt or
to fall on.
e wrong, it’s good pizlike a lot of toppings,
pat.

has both white and

crusts. The whole wheat

ht, it’s hard to believe it
ough with coloring addtry.

ké

e

he
ge

di
ac
’
S

oppings used are the
pizza parlor’s you’ll entheir vegetable toppings
em stand out. Some of
btic toppings include
lapeno peppers, zucchini

eese pizza is $7.05. For

al meat item, add 95
egetable addition is an
;. Which leads to the
oes anybody eat a plain
7za?””

One note about The Depot in
general. Don’t go if you are in a
hurry.

Its new and improved counter

layout looks like it was designed by
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. Even
the cashiers seem perplexed as to how

salad and coffee for $3.50. Though
the lunch special is a bargain, the
toppings and the sauce are more

sparse than Angelo’s regulars might
be used to.

Angelo’s also features a weekly

really recommended for real pizza
lusters.

Straw Hat also makes ‘‘ Hot
Hats,’’ a hot sandwich filled with a

choice of sausage, meatball, or ham
and cheese wrapped in fresh dough

special. One example is the large piz-

and baked to a crusty brown.

The Depot also serves beer and wine.
@ Antonio’s Take ’N Bake pizza
parlor on 18th and G streets is different from any other Arcata
pizzeria, because you take the uncooked pizza home and bake it
yourself.
Antonio’s gives you a choice of

and one pitcher of soda for $13.85.
The average price for a family piz-

bar which is loaded with vegetables.

regular or whole wheat crust and

up the quality of the food, service,
atmosphere, and of course, video

the system works.
As campus regulars already know,

za special: a large pizza, four salads

za (4-5 people) with three toppings is
$10.30. The service is great, and
delivery is available but costs a little
more.

both are loaded with toppings.
Their pizza sandwiches are made
with sauce and cheese and served in a
hot, whole wheat English muffin with
a choice of pepperoni and olive,
salami and olive , or mushroom and
olive. They are really good for a
lunch time snack. Also on the menu
is spaghetti by the bucket, antipasto
and dinner salads.
If you like fondue, they’ve got it.
It’s a hot cheese and herb blend served with sesame bread sticks.
No alcoholic beverages are served.
The average price for a large pizza
(serves 4-6 people) with three toppings is $8.50.
The prices really do seem to reflect
the fact that the pizzas aren’t already
cooked, so Antonio’s really is a
delicious alternative.
For those of you who do not want
pizza cooked on a lowly cookie sheet,
take heart. Antonio’s conveniently offers three sizes of pizza pans. The
pans are reasonably priced, and if
you become a big fan of this pizzeria,
it may be well worth your while to
purchase one.
@ Angelo’s Pizza Parlor, 575 H
St., has television, video games and
can accomodate a large number of
people.
Its pizzas include many toppings
ranging from linguisa to oysters and,
instead of creating your own pizza,
you can order one of their special

combinations .
There is a very well-stocked salad
bar, and sandwiches can be ordered.
Angelo’s also serves a ‘‘Quickie
Lunch’’ from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. It
features all the pizza you can eat plus

The only thing that detracts from

this really excellent parlor is its lack
of whole wheat crust. But if you add
games, Angelo’s is probably the
ultimate Arcata pizza experience.

@ Al Capone’s, 1563 G St., has a
nice dining atmosphere and serves

dinner and lunch. If you are one of

those who feels guilty after eating pizza, Al Capone’s image of wholesome,
quality foods really hides the fact that
this is Italian junk food.
The pizza is fresh and homemade.
The dough is made with unbleached
flour or whole wheat and the sauce
and cheeses contain no preservatives.
During lunch hours, 11 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., pizza is sold by the slice.
The slices are big and the crust is
rather thick and a little on the chewy
side.
Also on the menu is spinach and
zucchini pie made with onions,
cheese, mushrooms, olives and
spinach. Al Capone’s also serves
regular and antipasto salads.
Dinner is served from 5 p.m. to 9
p.m. and includes spaghetti, ravioli,
lasagne, veal and eggplant parmesan.
A wide selection of beer and wine is
available.
The average price for a large pizza
(5-6 people) with three toppings is
$11.90. The service is very friendly.
@ Straw Hat, Uniontown Square,
has regular and deep dish pizza, and
13 toppings are offered. Its pizza has
that chain-store flavor and is not

It also has spaghetti and a salad
Wine and beer are served.
Straw Hat has lunch specials from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily. The pizza

lunch deal, two toppings on a lunch
size pizza, salad and a 16-ounce
drink, costs about $3.30.
In addition, it has a sports team
special. If a team wears its uniforms
in, it can get four large pizzas with
one topping and four pitchers of soda
for about $30.
The average price for a large pizza

with three toppings is $9.10. Straw
Hat also features a wide-screen television.
While Straw Hat may not be the

ultimate in pizza, its salad bar is probably the best in town.
@ Round Table Pizza, 5000 Valley
West Blvd., has regular and country
style pizza, the latter made with a
deep, thick crust. The pizzas have
many topping choices which include
meats, vegetables, fruits and seafood.
But be warned, every topping put
on the pizza can almost literally be

counted on two hands. That is to say
that when you get a combination piz-

za with salami, mushrooms, linguisa
and shrimp, you are not likely to find
any one piece of pizza with all of
them on it. It’s tasty pizza, and the
quality makes up for any lack of
quantity.
Round Table prepares its own

specialty pizzas. One, the vegetarian
supreme, consists of cheeses,
mushrooms,

olives, tomatoes, onions

and green peppers.
It has a salad bar and serves sandwiches, wine and beer. A large (3-4

people), regular pizza with three toppings is $9.95.
Pizza: it’s gooey, it’s messy, it’s expensive and fattening. In short it’s a
little slice of heaven. Enjoy.
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Enjoy an evening of fine foods,
atmosphere, and of course, good
company.
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News

briefs

Hotel head to speak

Cash or cones

Curt Strand, president of Hilton International, will speak tomorrow at 5

The
California
Department
Forestry will pay $40 per bushel

p.m.

in the Kate Buchanan

University

Center.

Room,

Strand,

also

senior vice-president of Trans World

a

Airlines, will deliver a lecture titled
“‘The Explosion of World Travel.’’
This public lecture is free.

of
for

coastal redwood seed cones. Arrangement

to

sell

the

cones

to

the

CDF

in the lobby of the Van Duzer Theater

Forestry

costumed

Club

will

all-you-can-eat

hold

pizza

and $4 for non-members. Anyone who
wears a costume can go.

enrolled in. Students must bring their

Semester

Sale to support

Political or social science majors
considering spending a semester in
Sacramento can apply to a specially

I.D.s.

strikers

a rummage

sale

this

weekend will go to Louisiana-Pacific
strikers and their families. The sale is
Sunday,

the

9

a.m.

International

to

6

Wood-

workers of America Hall, 4700 Valley

East Blvd., Arcata. Items for donation
can be left at the hall or call Laura,
839-2276, or Virginia, 839-2710.

designed program which would enable
them to work for state legislators.

average.

Applications

available

from

and

Professor

details

are

OVERS

Bill Daniel,

Founders Hall, 145. His office hours

are 1 to 2 p.m. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday; and 10 to 11 a.m. Tuesday
and Thursday.

Regular $105

ah

lose the money that comes with those
students enrolled.
As the skirmish continues over fees,
a move is afoot in the chancellor’s office to change the way campuses pro-_
vide health care.
Although individual campus needs
may be accounted for, Erdman said
ihat in her last meeting with Reynolds

HSU’s representative is Associated
Students’ Vice President Bill Crocker,
who helped organize the weekend’s activities and is the association’s vice
chairperson.
If the Court does not require the state
to come up with $70 million for the
system, campus funds could be cut.
Therefore, the association suggested an

Popes
ryt
tat

centers

about

.

seamsar seca
is

a

more

be

effective

method. A campus would have an infirmary for first aid under the plan.

“*Health center directors don’t agree
her,’”’ Erdman

with

said.
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to
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‘‘People are
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$1

billion surplus by spring— a bill may

5%

Richards said.

“You can bet if we win the lawsuit

that

the CSU

discussion

will be a hot

in Sacramento.

My

topic of

suspi-

bill themselves,’’ Richards said.
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the chancellor said campuses will not
have health centers within five years.
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Continued from page 7

‘*She was adamant
said.

Equipment ‘ies

ane Clase -

tomorrow at 7 p.m. at Angelo’s Pizza

the first time the lists are not being

and

By Mountain
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mailed directly to students. The lists inventory courses students are currently

at

‘1

rc

feed

on G Street. It costs $2,S0for members

Saturday

we

JACKETS
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arrangements or for more information
call 442-3725 or 725-4413.

tomorrow from 9a.m.to7 p.m. Thisis
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beard trim included

See Joyce & Eraina at

Styled

Arcata Hair Shop

377 oth street 822-3912

Haircuts—FREE
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to enter our weekly drawing for a FREE haircut.
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Stress reduction counseling offered
student who needs assistance.’
Stress, Meriwether said, is dieit a
change you must adjust to, positive or
When the ‘‘fight or flight’’ response _ negative.
goes awry, HSU’s Stress Management
“*In our program, we try to help the
Program can help students deal with ‘student find the source of the stress.’’
mid-term blues and the pursuit of
John Mass, therapist at the Stress
relaxation.
Reduction Center in Cotati, said in a
Affiliated with HSU’s Counseling
telephone interview, that the first step
Center, the program provides free and
in reducing stress is identifying your
confidential
counseling
to HSU _ own unique stress response.
students on a drop-in or appointment
After identifying the situations that
basis.
cause stress, listen to your body’s
The objective of the program is to signals and locate where the stress is
By Mariko Takayasu

Staff writer

enhance

the

health

of

students

by

teaching
self-help
techniques
to
alleviate stress.
Lesley Meriwether, coordinator of
the Stress Management Program said,
‘*Each individual can make changes in

their lives so they can reduce the stress.
“‘The

Stress

Management

Program

is here to provide counseling for any

coming

from, he said.

Mass said there were three sourcesof
stress students deal with: environmental, physiological and one’s thoughts.
Meriwether
explained
that
environmental
elements
include
the
weather,
crowding,
interpersonal
demands, time pressures, performance

standards and various threats to your

security and self-esteem.
‘*Physiological needs, such as rapid
growth and changes in adolescence, aging, illness, poor diet, lack of sleep and
lack of excercise can cause stress,”’
said.
The third source of stress is our
thoughts. ‘‘The idea of a test, a relationship or war can bring
severe reaction,”’ she said.

a

David McMurray, director of the
Counseling Center, said, ‘‘Along with
the day-to-day worries students en-

By Mariko Takayasu
Staff writer

The HSU

Counseling Center has

been in service for 30

years helping

counter, they also have to deal with the

students make the most of their
education through facilitating their
growth as individuals.

current nuclear arms issue. The question of whether we are going to be alive
tomorrow or not is very scary as well as

the Counseling Center
center helps persons

said, ‘‘The
learn and

understand

in order

stressful.’’
When these sources trigger an alarm
in our bodies, the body quickly goes into a ‘‘fight or flight’’ response, she
said.

jneneihinthahinmidioamneeipisinents

Fashig. 0D

about

Center for
personal
fulfillment

Noteb

See STRESS, next page

ok

Dr. David McMurray,
themselves

director of
to

make better decisions about careers
and relationships.

‘*We help develop skills like communication

and

deal

feelings

with

assertiveness

of

depression, excitement
problems.”’’

and

fear,
and

love,
solving

The center is supported by the
materials and services fee paid by all
students.
Faculty, staff, students
and former students can be seen on
a one-time basis to facilitate referral

to community services.

The center has a staff of 13. The
recent budget cut has seriously affected the center.
McMurray said the overall program has been cut by 19.7 percent in
individual hours from last year.
Lesley Meriwether, coordinator
of the Stress Management Program,

said her program alone has been cut
back by 20 percent from 1982-83.
Meriwether said, ‘‘This year will
be
the
Stress
Management
Program’s last year unless more
funds are provided.”’
Since enrollment has been declining at HSU, monies that go to the
service had to be cut. McMurray
said when
student enrollment
is

down

at

HSU,

the program

loses

finances.
The
Counseling
Center
has
already assisted more
than
150
students this fall, McMurry said.
Last year the center assisted over 33
percent of the student body, he added.
Though
enrollment
has _ been

declining at HSU, the center has increased its clientele.

In 1977-78, only 748 students used the Counseling
Center.
In
1982-83, 2,154 students used the
services, McMurray said.
‘**Counseling in the past

had a

negative connotation applied to it,
but today I think people are more
open to counseling.
‘‘Receiving counseling is a very
accepted practice today. I think that

is the reason as to why
such

a

dramatic

we’ve had

increase

in

the

center,’’ McMurray said.

Corduroy pants by Esprit plus a 100° cotton turtleneck by Crazy Horse topped by a cozy sweater

‘ creates the look you will love for class and campus

~

‘activities.
The reversible rain jacket will look
. smart and keep you dry Come in and see the la- _ test in fall fashions. We will help you choose the .

right look for you.

BEER AND WINE
Myrtle & West

SERVED

( Barre Shopping
Center )

The Malls Eureka @ Jacoby 's Storehouse. Arcata
OPEN

7 DAYS

Eucha
6am - Spm |
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Stress
Continued from preceding page

‘*Humans react in a predictable way
to acute and chronic stressful situa-

pressure and helps with studying. Ang
when using the relaxation response, the

tions, which trigger an inborn response

mind

that has been part of our physiological
make-up
for millions of years,’’

study,’’ she added.
One of the methods

Meriwether said.

relavation

In

‘‘The

Relaxation

Response,’’

author
humans

Howard
Benson
said when
are faced with situations that

require

adjustment

of our

flict or escape.

However, this response is not used as

intended.

Today

it is brought

about
by
situations
that
require
behavioral adjustment.
‘*When not used properly, which is
most of the time, the flight or fight

response

may

Benson

lead

to dire

disease,’’

said.

Many

things

happen

maximum

resnoanse

@ Sit qvieti

to

energy

to

elicit

ine

ic:

(na comfortable posi-

ih,

@ Close your eyes.

to the

body

when under too much stress for too
long. The body is a ‘‘complex system
that needs to be in balance if it is to re-

@Continue

for

10-20 minutes.

You

may Open your eyes to check the time,

Become

twice daily,

aware

of your

breathing.

As

you breathe out say the word ‘‘one”’
silently to yourself. Breath easily and
naturally.

behavior,

‘an involuntary response increases our
blood pressure, heart rate, rate of
breathing, bloodflow to the muscles
and metabolism, preparing us for con-

it was

gains

@ Kelax all your muscles, beginning
at yc ir feet and progressing up to your
face. keep your muscles relaxed.
@Breathe
through
vour
nose.

but do not use an alarm.
for a few minutes.

@Practice
after

any

the

Do not stand

technique

but not within

meal,

once

or

two hours

since digestion

pro-

cesses seem to interfere with the relaxation response.

me
ey
ee
ate
a
FOOTING THROUGH ATUBE.
(iT yd he sas Fag

main healthy,’’ Meriwether said.
The body may become chronically
tight
from
constantly
responding.
Students may have head or backaches
and feel tired.
“If students feel uncomfortable or

Corky Carroll

Former Surfing Chapapion

ill physically, their minds also feel bad
and

they

may

anxious,’’

feel depressed and

Meriwether said.

One of the most important parts of
the body affected by the stress response
is a depression in your immune system
— that part of the body that helps
ward off disease, Meriwether said.
Diane
Korsower
of the Student

Health Center said, ‘‘There is definitely an impression that stress and the
susceptibility to illness are related.’’
To help students deal with their
sources of stress, the Stress Management Program teaches the relaxation
response
introduced
by
Benson,

Meriwether said.
‘‘The relaxation response technique
is free, easy and valuable. It helps clear
your mind,
levels out the blood

VAS & Beta Movies

$3.00

ADay

Recorder
Mon.

Rates

> Thur.
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A Day

2 Free Movies
Fri.

° $15.00

2 Free Movies

Sat.

°

$15.00

1 Free Movie
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Thur.
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10 - 8:00

Closed Sunday
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Teachers and classes reviewed

Course evaluation book drops ‘Golden Dozen’
than others,’’ she said.
Mark Shaffer, German

By Cesar Soto
Staff writer

who

The ‘‘HSU Insight,’’ an annual
faculty/course evaluation booklet
sponsored by the Associated Students,
is due out in about two weeks, minus
‘“‘The Golden
Dozen’’
top-rated
teachers’ awards that drew some controversy last year.
The booklet, in its third edition, lists
about 70 lower division and general
education courses, with the instructors
and workloads. Each has the quarter it
was
surveyed,
questions
asked,
students’ standings, their answers in
grade points and the overall teacher’s
grade.

“It will be on sale at the bookstore
before people register for spring and
winter quarters,’’ Karen Linsteadt,
‘‘Insight’’ staffer, said. “The
new
booklet, which costs 43 cents per copy
to produce, is subsidized by the A.S.
and will be sold for 25 cents.
The

text

was

previously

prefaced

with ‘‘The Golden Dozen,’’ or 12 professors with the highest overall and individual question scores. In October,
1982, a dinner given to them raised instructors’ questions that the survey
might become a ‘‘popularity contest.’”
The ‘‘dozen’’ has been discontinued,
Linsteadt said. ‘‘We don’t feel (we
have) to single out those that are better

scored

highest

professor,

among

those

honored last year, agreed with the deci-

sion.
‘‘There

are

other

spectacular

teachers who decided not to participate
in the questionnaires or were a few
percentage points lower. I thought the
dinner
said.

was

However,

very

embarrassing,’’

Shaffer

commended

he

the

survey. ‘‘The students should carry it
out, make teachers who are lazy or bad
shape up.”’
Otis Johnson, A.S. president, had a

similar opinion. ‘‘I think it’s a great
idea for teachers to know how students
view them and let other students know
before they get into a class,’’ he said.
He said he saw how the survey might
create a ‘‘false image.”’
‘*Maybe the instructor has to be a
slave driver because of the course. He’s
not a bad teacher,
it’s only that
students didn’t like his class,’’ Johnson
said.
In conducting the evaluation, the
courses
were selected from
class
schedules and the instructors’ permission was obtained.
An ‘‘Insight’’
member handed out forms to the class
with

questions

structor)

fair

such

in

as,

‘‘Is

grading

(the

in-

many evaluations anyway.’’
Answers were grades between 1 and
4.0.
John Lowry, dean of the College of
Business and Economics, said that peer
Linsteadt said the handbook was not
and student reviews are done by the
prepared for fall 1983 because not
university annually for non-tenured
enough
ople were available to
tabulate the data. Now the ‘“‘Insight’’
faculty and every five years for tenured
will be using the HSU computer.
instructors.
About 140 teachers were approached
Lowry also compared the university
for the evaluation, and about half of
surveys with the ‘‘Insight’s,’’ which he
them declined for unspecified reasons,
called ‘‘limited’’ for a school with apLinsteadt said.
‘ proximately 400 faculty. He said the
William Popenuck, lecturer for enreliability of the departmental evaluavironmental resources and engineering,
tions, in use now for a number of
said he was asked to be evaluated in a years, was known, but he questioned
computer course but had to refuse
the validity of either.
because someone else, a temporary
structor, was teaching it.

it?”’

information

(problem)

32 times

Times Per Week

Schedule Information

M-F

about

instructors

is that

in some

areas

object to it say the departments have so

energy and growth of a person.’’
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It is our distinct pleasure to announce a new price structure on our contact

lenses. Superior Lenses at Lower Prices are making contact lenses more
practical and affordable than ever before. As manufacturers’ prices for
spectacle lenses and frames continue to increase, it is now becoming no more
expensive to move up to contact lenses than it is to replace your current glasses.
NOW

AVAILABLE

— cash discounts, bifocal contact lenses, Cosmetic-Tint

soft lenses (change eye color).
With

Lens Type
Gas Permeable
Soft

Fee
°170

Cash Discount
*155

Daily Wear

$130

°120
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$250
$10

$195
$235
7

Extended Wear
Extended Wear, 2-pair
Septicon Care Kit (no heat, no pres.)

they

don’t base grading on testing, like in

Universit

443-0826

Linsteadt said, ‘‘The most difficult

and

courses.
Shaffer explained that ‘‘faculty who

Redwood Transit System
Bus Service From Trinidad to Rio Dell

‘*Are we getting what we really want

to know, whether they do it or we do

Popenuck said he thought the survey
was a good idea since it gives students

policy?’’
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Mapmaking improved
by modern computer

ee

Special cartographic equipment
inspires new winter quarter class
By Kurt Schauppner

Leeper

Staff writer

said the display terminal

‘*a relatively specialized computer

is
ter-

minal that in essence does whatever a
certain discipline wants it to do.’’
For example, ‘‘you could put on

HSU’s
geography
department
graphically expanded its mapmaking
capabilities with the purchase of $9,600
worth of computer cartographic equipment.
The purchase was made with monies
obtained through a Fund For Special
Programs
and
Projects,
provided
through the office of HSU President
Alistair McCrone.
Joseph S. Leeper, geography department chairman, said the purchase included a multi-pen plotter — a printout machine that does graphic instead
of word printouts
and a graphic
display terminal — where coordinates
are typed in for the maps.

(type in the coordinates

for) a county

3

map of California and you’d have all ~”
the counties of California,’’ he said.
Working from that base one could,
with help from a census bureau program,

call up any

information

—

in-

cluding medium income by county,
voting record per county and even
percentage

moved

of

to

people-per-county

California

who

from

other

western states, Leeper said.
This information would be superim-

posed on the original county map.
Leeper said at least one new class
See MAP,

next page

Seniors Paul Atkinson and Al Wagner use new computer.

—Charlie Metivier
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By James Kester

Vincent
HALLOUEEN
MOWES ARE SCARY, EH
VINCENT
?

Continued from preceding page
winter quarter will be planned around
the new equipment.
Ryan Rudnicki, a geography instructor who will teach the upcoming
course, said there were about 40 names
on the waiting list.
Rudnicki said the class will be in

which had made maps for all the state
agencies that needed them.
Recently, it added a computer subdivision which ultimately took over the
vital functions of the cartographic division. ‘‘It became the tail that wagged
the dog,’’ he said.

computer mapping. ‘‘The worst part of

these
skills
are
not
hurting
themselves,’’ he said.
Demonstrating
the equipment’s
capabilities, Rudnicki displayed several
maps produced by the multi-pen plotter from information entered into the
display terminal. Among the maps
were two of California counties.
‘‘The thing has the possibility of
showing all the counties of every state
in the union,”’ he said.
He also demonstrated several graphs
which can be obtained by plugging into
a central program in Los Angeles.
Both Rudnicki and Leeper said they
appreciated the help the geography

mapmaking is the cost.”’
Using a computer to churn out maps

is much cheaper because ‘‘you plug the
base

information

into

the

computer,

and the maps just come out,’’ he said.
One doesn’t pay for the human

labor.

He said one of the benefits will be
that students will be able to ‘‘concentrate on the judgment,

the making

of

decisions, rather than on the production side’’ of mapmaking.

Computer
training
is applicable
almost everywhere, Rudnicki said.
He said the state of New York had
an
in-house cartographic
division
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850 RAILROAD

822-3155

‘people

AV

BLUE

have

department got from the president’s
fund.
Alba M. Gillespie, executive assistant to McCrone, said when the university went through the first budget crisis
in 1975 ‘‘the president decided that it
was important

to maintain a program

that would encourage people by providing money for the purchase of
equipment.”’
Gillespie said the money came from
unspent budget funds. Most of the
money
in the budget
falls under
teachers’
salaries
maintenance.

and _

basic

He said every year the university has

a certain amount
for

«

variety

of money
of

available

things,

such

‘“‘When

budget
—
ot.”’

you

consider

a_

working

of $5 million (not including
$50,000 doesn’t seem like a

Critters & Co. |
pes

“In beautiful downtown McKinley”

emasmmmmeel

Full-line Pet Shop
—Wide variety of pets
—Pet grooming
—Livestock supplies

and supplies

2009 Central Ave.

LAKE

839-0047

McKinleyville

W/INTERIZE YOUR Bike!
=

Haunt somebody's

mailbox with a spooky
Hallmark card! Choose
from witches, goblins,
spooks and more!

ps

pt

Pom

fo

|tga
Fao

Gan

1.75

Gavel:
7 x Loh

Grease
© 1983 Halimark Cards, Inc

as

employees’ salaries and special orders.
‘*What happens when we have a lot
of money like that is we sometimes
have difficulty spending it.
‘*Even though we try to spend down
to the last dollar, sometimes we can’t,
and in the end that is where the special
funds come from.’’
The fund can be as high as $50,000
or $100,000 at times, Gillespie said.

fis

wae

Sie Us fon bntar Mainlunane, Aeplittrs-~- Ai cing turf!
Eureka ¢ 408 F St. ¢ 445-3035

Arcata ¢ 650 10th St. * 822-4673
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"80 Pate leads "Jack receivers
eg

All-American
voted NCAC
player of week

By Dale McIntire
Staff writer

It’s

easy

to

get

scrunched

when

you’re running across the middle, but
All-American wide receiver Eddie Pate
takes it in stride.
**You

titude

have

to have

to succeed

that

in this

cocky

at-

sport,’’

he

said. ‘‘You have to say ‘I’m better than

that guy.’ ”’
In spite of his confidence, Pate
sprained his ankle in the first scrimmage and is just getting back to full
speed.

“It takes
hurt,’’

a bit more

after getting

he said, ‘‘but you cannot

let a

down day stop you.”’
With 27 catches for 382 yards and
three touchdowns,
Pate is already

making

shock

waves

despite

juries and the added emphasis
*Jacks running game this year.

his

in-

on the

‘*There’s nothing I’d rather be doing
on a Saturday evening than playing
football,’’ he said.
Voted conference player of the week

last week by the coaches and sports information directors, Pate admitted
that he still gets afraid.
‘*You know how some people have
é#
—Charlie

Wide receiver Eddie Pate reaches high for a pass, then romps toward
homecoming

Metivier

the end zone for the ’Jack’s first

touchdown.

Lady harriers ready for Regionals,
New Zealand newcomer top runner
Hunt,

By Kevin Rex

a wildlife major,

credits her

sister for giving her the inspiration and

Staff writer

Hunt offered some
upcoming nationals.

thoughts

on the

coaching that has allowed her to proThe women’s cross country team has
secured the third spot at the National

Collegiate

Association

of

America

Division I] Western
Regionals this
Saturday at Sacramento.
To get there, HSU runner Sally Hunt

has had to adjust to a new style of competition, having spent her last two
years in New
‘‘The
Zealand

Zealand.

cross country teams in New
are much different than they

are over here,’’ Hunt said.
‘In New Zealand we would run
through fields with cows chasing us,
over fences, through the mud and over
a
Here we run on tracks,’’ she
said.
Hunt, in her freshman year, has adjusted in fine fashion and captured the
top spot on the team.
Coach Dave Wells praised Hunt on
her season thus far.
‘*Sally has been running really well.
At 19 she is more mature than most
freshmen, which has helped her to
become such a fine runner on our
team,’’ Wells said.

gress this far.

‘“‘My

‘There is a lot of pressure in those
kind of races. I’ve never been involved

sister,

Pam

Cox,

started. She is the reason
my success,’’ Hunt said.

got

for most

me
of

three more years.

us her entire school

(runner Cindy Claiborne) has a lot
more experience in track than I do. I

Lumberjacks

‘‘We plan on her improving right
through her senior year. But, we can’t
build a team on the hope that a girl will
with

time,”’

Wells said.
‘We had a Sophomore sensation a
few years ago that we had planned on
having around for two more years, but
then she transferred to another school.
But it would definitely be an asset to
have Sally her remaining three years,”’
Wells said.
Hunt enjoys cross country but not
necessarily the idea of competition.

“I
foot
tion
like
after

nervous in spots like that,’’ she said.

Although Hunt has been noted as
possibly the No. 1 talent on the team,
she remains very humble in evaluating
her skills.

Wells thinks that it is an advantage
that he will have Hunt running for the

stay

in anything this intense. I seem to get

love running, as in putting one
in front of the other. But competiis not the most important thing. I
the feeling of having done well
a race,’’ Hunt said.

“Quality wise

I wouldn’t

think that

I am the top runner on the team. Cindy
also feel bad when I jolt another runner out of a spot. I am taking positions
away from seniors and people that

have been here longer than
Hunt said.

I have,’’

Hunt broke the 19-minute mark
earlier this season at the Aggie Invitational to finish first in Humboldt’s
field of runners. At 18:49 she finished
4
seconds
ahead
of
teammate
Claiborne.

‘*I’m an outside type person, so it’s
natural that I would take up crosscountry,’’

Hunt said.

butterflies? Well, I have eagles,’’ Pate
said. ‘‘I’ve always been a nervous
operator.”’
Eagles didn’t stop Pate from soaring
last year when he made 75 catches for

851 yards and six touchdowns, earning
himself an honorable mention in last
year’s All-American selections.
“*I have a series of goals,’’ Pate said.
‘*I know that there’s someone out there

that’s trying as hard as I am, so I’ve
got to keep it up.
‘‘That’s the kind of attitude you
have to have,’’ he said. ‘‘If you’re
down, you’re lost — you’re a loser,
and you can’t afford to be a loser.’’
To maintain his winning attitude and
calm his nervous stomach, Pate goes

over plays in his mind before each
game.
‘‘I catch passes in my head,’’ he
said. ‘‘After the first pass clicks, then
I’m right there.”’

Besides catching passes, Pate is also
caught up in his major:
wildlife
management.
‘*I want to do research,”’ he said. ‘‘I
want to work with large cats in the

field.’’
Pate said that he might start working
at a zoo, but he eventually wants to
study the cheetah.
‘“*I’ve done a lot of research on the
cheetah,’’ he said, ‘‘and I really want
to emphasize the critters.’’
Looking toward the next game, Pate
sees some problems for the Lumber-

jacks.
‘‘Hayward was always tough on the
pass,’’ he said of the 5-1 Pioneers.
“The thing about this league is that
any team can explode — anyone can
win.”’
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Volleyball setter gives
low team high spirits
(volleyball). I was a defensive player
for my first year, a setter and hitter the

By Glenn Simmons
Staff writer

next and a setter in my senior year,”’
she said.
‘I was always a defensive player. I
always played back row and front
row,”” Immel said.
As one of two setters for HSU, Immel is responsible for positioning the
ball for her teammates and calling the
lays, so it’s her job to help run the ofense.
‘‘My strengths are my experience,
quickness defensively and getting to
the ball as a setter. As a setter you have
to be quick,” she said.
Immel is carrying 21 units, 19 of
which are academic. She said having so
many units in addition to traveling
with the team creates a lot of stress.
‘It takes up your energy which in
turn can create a lack of motivation in
other areas,’’ she said.
Her employer, Seafood Grotto of
Eureka, helped out and gave her a
month-and-a-half leave so she could
play volleyball.
Immel came to HSU because she was
going to major in forestry. ‘‘I like the
opportunities that the environment
allows me to participate in,’’ she said.
Immel lives in Blue Lake. ‘‘I can just
step out my back door and go fishing
in the Mad River. I like outdoor activities such as hiking or getting any

The women’s volleyball team has
struggled, but that hasn’t dampened
Becky
Immel’s
spirit in her last
volleyball season.
**I want to make the most of it. I
have fun doing it. I feel disappointed
because I’ve seen so much potential for
the team, but it hasn’t come out during
games. They are a good, really good
group of players,’’ she said.
Immel said the team will improve
next year and she wishes she could be a
part of it.
Coach Lynn Warner said the team is
capable of winning. ‘‘I think they are
skilled enough to beat anyone in the
conference. They have their peaks and
balances, and when they can sustain
and play well they are capable of
beating anyone.”’
Immel has a quickness and versatility which allows her to cover a lot of
territory and is also ‘‘a good blocker,
hitter and setter,’’ Warner said.
This is Immel’s fourth year on the
volleyball team. The fifth-year senior
didn’t
begin
playing
until
her
sophomore

year.

‘‘Actually in my

first year up here

some girls on the team saw me playing

and said I should
team,’’ Immel said.

try

out

for

the

She made the team the next season.
The recreation major is from Lom-

|
|

—*

Hunt sticks with ‘Jacks
By Matt Saver
Staff writer

For the past 15 years the cross coun-

try team at HSU has been under the
guidance of Coach Jim Hunt, and
under his leadership the team has done
more than hold its own.
Under Hunt the team won the conference title in 1979 after beating out
two highly favored opponents and won
the nationals in 1980.
This year Hunt will need to use all
his skills and experience as a coach to
help lead the ’ Jacks.

‘‘The team is well-balanced. The
runners I have now are all of equal
ability and potential. There is no one
individual who can carry the team,’’
Hunt said in a recent interview.
With the NCAA Western Regionals
Saturday
at Sierra
College
in
Rockland, Hunt is having a little trouble putting his finger on just exactly
how his team is progressing.
“It’s kind of difficult to tell at this
point,’’ Hunt said, ‘‘but everything
should come together by the regionals.
See HUNT,

utue lasting bar

kind of a game going,’’ she said.

netakl wine sales

Immel doesn’t have any career plans

poc. At Cabrillo High School she was

at this time. ‘‘No it’s not a plan. It’s
wherever I get my job. I’ve been here

on the volleyball, softball and basketball teams.
‘*] played for three years on varsity

(Humboldt

County)

too

long,’’

next page

PREPARED IN OUR OWN KITCHEN

¢ Quiche
¢ Homemade

she

said.

sausages

° Rich pastries
“IN

\
ote,

NN

NOW

OPEN FOR LUNCH
with some of your favorite Japanese

dishes- TEMPURA, TERIYAKI, SUSHI

822-3223
Under the Blue Awning
854 Ninth St. Arcata Mon-Sat 10-6 Wines For All Palates & Purses

and more.

VISION EXAM, $10.°°

HOUSE OF BAMBOO
JAPANESE RESTAURANT

i

NIGIRI SUSHI SUNDAY NIGHTS
SASHIMI (Raw Fish) EVERY NIGHT

Dr. Sturm, 0.D.

Tlam - 2pm

Lunch: Tues. - Saft.
Dinner: Tues. - Sun.

518 A St.
Eureka

5:30pm - 8:30pm

2120 Fourth St., Eureka

444-3318

MARKETS

| report to you if
you don’t need spectacles
or if you need change or referral.

Rx written
& may be filled here or anywhere.
No Pressure.

No Hassle.

ARCATA BOWL
INC.

Westwood
Westwood
Alliance

Shopping

Sunny Brae

Center

Road

HOURS:

Sunny

Brae

Bayside

Road

8-10 Monday-Saturday

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
12 pack 12 ounce cans

$2.99

Center

No Crap.

DON

& FRED VANNI

COCKTAIL LOUNGE — POOL TABLE
SNACK COUNTER — CARD ROOM

8-9 Sunday

Dennison’s Chili
15 ounce can
regular or hot

77°
October 26-November 1

BRING AD IN AND RECEIVE
1FREE GAME
WITH

1PAID GAME

793 K st. ARCATA 822-2453
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER DAY
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Hunt

NCAC

We are definitely on the same level as
Hunt considers recruiting another
Sacramento State and Davis, and those aspect of his job that keeps competitive
will be the two teams .we will have to teams here at HSU. He feels that ‘‘you
beat at the regionals.’’
can only teach an athlete so much
In order to qualify for the NCAA
technique, the rest must be natural
Division II] Nationals, the Lumberjacks talent. This is where recruiting comes
must place in the top three teams from in. There has to be some individua
ls
their region.
who I feel already have this natural
‘We lost to both Sac and Davis this talent in order to keep the team on
the
year, but we have come a long way same level with the rest of the
consince those meets. If we have progress- ference.”’
ed enough we will do very well,’’ Hunt
Hunt estimates that 50 percent of the
said.
runners who come to HSU come for
Hunt stresses self-motivation and his program. The other 50 percent
allows the runners to train quite a bit come to run at Humboldt for the aton their own. The team meets together mosphere and the education they can
the re-

Last Weekend
35
HSU

Davis
Hayward

24

St.

Mary

SF.

Davis at Hayward

Saturday
Sacramento at HSU
Stanislaus at Sonoma
Hayward

at Chico

Soccer

20

Chico

7

40

USD

21

31

Sonoma

O

WwW

State idle

This Weekend
HSU at Hayward
Davis at S.F. State

Hunt stresses ‘‘that if you don’t go
get them (the athletes) at a certain
point, the program will begin to suffer,

in road work.

0

Sacramento

receive.

maining four days are left to the runners’ own discretion. Hunt estimates
that his runners put in 80 miles a week
at

Sacramento
Chico
San Francisco
Humboldt

Sacramento at Chico
Sonoma at Azusa Pacific

8

1

Sacramento

6

3

Davis

6

3

Humboldt...........
Chico
San Francisco
Sonoma

Ba
5
4
3

vaeewes 5
6
§
7

Stanislaus

1

11

Volleyball

that’s why recruiting is so important?’

“*T feel that by the time athletes are
As the team gears for the regionals,
this level of running, they must Hunt finds the only pressure he is get-

Davis

assume the initiative. The incentive to ting is from himself.
achieve must be there already. My role
“‘The
pressure
is self-inflicted,’’
is to help the runners find a pace that’s Hunt said. ‘‘I feel that the team should
right for them, to guide them along meet certain goals, like qualifying for
and try to give them some of the ex- nationals, and all the pressure comes
perience that I have gained over the from
me
or
from
the
athletes
past 15 years,’’ Hunt said.
themselves.’’

L

Hayward

Last Weekend
Sunday

Nageani0o fF

and

Davis
Hayward

Sonoma

This Weekend
Friday
Stanisiaus at HS U
S.F. State at Chico

an--o00f

Continued from preceding page

to run three times a week

Standings

Football

Sacramento
San Francisco
Sonoma
Chico
Stanislaus
Hayward

Humboldt

HSU

1

Sacramento

Hayward

1

Sonoma

U

9

S.F. State
Davis

3
2

Stanisiaus
Chico

0
0

This Weekend
HSU at Sonoma
Chico at Stanislaus
S.F. State at Davis
Sacramento at Hayward

Take
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Sports roundup
Lady runners headed for Western Regionals
After trailing Chico State University all year, the
women’s cross country team finished third — five
points ahead of Chico — at the Northern California Athletic Conference Championships
last
weekend.
The effort qualified the Jacks for the NCAA
Western Regionals Saturday in Sacramento.
Humboldt topped Chico with the aid of topnotch performances by junior Kathy Dolan and
freshman Sally Hunt.
‘*Kathy has improved consistently every week,”’
Cvach Dave Wells said. Finishing 13th in the
NCAC meet, Wells predicted Dolan to be among
the top 10 NCAC runners at the regionals.
‘*She is a ‘big meet’ runner,’’ Wells said. ‘‘When
the pressure is on, she responds.”’
Dolan finished the 5,000-meter course in 18:22,
while

Hunt

(see related

story,

page

23),

Nationals in Parkside, Wis.
Dolan and Hunt, Humboldt’s

dividual

results

were:

(20th

18:41);

Lori

in

19:03); Kim
Johnson,

Cindy

Claiborne,

Ramirez,

cond half of NCAC
Humboldt,

(31st

in

19:30);

and

Suzzi

Nielsen, junior, (35th in 19:48).

think

Soccer drops 1st home game
men’s

The

against Sacramento

split

team

soccer

last weekend

to end it’s five-game home winning streak.
HSU

1-0. Forward Mark

came back to win on Sunday,
senior

Tavis’

Ron

with a 6-1 home re

With the loss.

now

.."".

Coach

assist.

finished

Humboldt

Chris

Hopper

have

a

chance

now

against

almost

pulling together.
‘* Janice Hunter and Cheryl Clark had a good attack and blocked well,’’ she added. Warner also
noted the fine blocking of junior Molly McCartney
and senior Becky Immel.

O’Briant, a sophomore, scored the ’Jacks lone goal

on

we

comeback victory.
“‘We know we can win,’’ Warner said. ‘‘And we
know we can come back. It looks like we are finally

then

on Saturday,

lost 3-1 to the Hornets

four of

anybody.”’
HSU surged from a 2-11 deficit in the semi-finals
against University of Southern Oregon for a 15-11

match

a home

State University

action.

0-7 in first-half action, won

seven matches at the OVT, losing to Linfield College in the finals.
‘‘Linfield is as good as anybody in our conference,’’ first-year Coach Lynn Warner said. ‘‘I

in

Pieratt, junior, (29th in 19:15); Lori

sophomore,

The Humboldt State men’s cross country team
prepares this week for the combined conference
and National Collegiate Association of America
Division II Regional Championships Saturday in
Sacramento.
‘‘Everybody seems to be ready,’’ Coach Jim
Hunt reported.
HSU will send seniors Ramon Morales, Ray
Webb, Mika Baca, Mike Williams and Tom Dorst,
and juniors Tom Moriarty and Pat Brady.

turnaround for the lady ’Jacks as they enter the se-

in-

(24th

Men’s cross country

A second-place finish at the Southern Oregon
Volleyball Tournament last weekend could signal a

senior,

senior,

Both games begin at 7:30 p.m. in the East gym. Ad-

mission is $1 for students.

Volleyball gets a win

followed

close behind at 18:35.
The top three teams at the regional meet qualify
for the NCAA
Aside from

The Lumberjacks will be tested at home this
weekend when they host California State College,
Stanislaus,on Friday and Sacramento on Saturday.

‘“‘The conference standings have been topsyturvy, so we still have an outside chance at second
place,’’ Hopper said. ‘‘But our best bet is third.’’
To capture second place, the team (6-5 in the
NCAC and 8-7 overall) must win its last three conference games. Davis and Sacramento, both 5-3 in
league, would have to lose twice.
**We should win at least two of our three remaining games,’’ Hopper noted. ‘‘I think it’s pretty certain that (California State University) Hayward will
win the conference.’’ Hayward is 8-1.
This weekend the ’Jacks play a non-conference
game against St. Mary’s College and an NCAC
match with Sonoma State University. Both games
are away.

‘*Ramon

continues

to look

as though

he has a

good shot at winning the individual conference title,’’ Hunt said.
As a team, Hunt said he would like all seven runners to finish at a fast pace. ‘‘I wouldn’t have any
worries if our guys ran a 5:05 average for the

10,000-meter course,”’ he said.

Men’s football
The men’s football team piled up 420 yards on
offense against Sacramento Saturday, but the Lumberjacks
lost
their
Homecoming bid to the
Hornets 35-20 in Redwood Bowl.
The team travels to Hayward Saturday for a

| p.m. game against the Pioneers.
Injury report: offensive tackle Mark Roberts,
junior, who was carried off the field on a stretcher

in the homecoming game with a suspected neck injury, has been reported in good condition. Roberts

C3) SAFEWAY

said he

has his sights set 9n third place in the NCAC.

ARCATA

STORE

will not play this weekend but is expected to return
sometime this season.
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wir “Build-it-your-way”
The re's tortillas, rice, re fried
lettuce,
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snack bar

8224221

3 Packages

for
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snack bar
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Items and prices in this ad are available October 26, 1983 through November 2, 1983, at the Arcata
Safeway store only, 600 F Street. No sales to dealers, restaurants or institutions. Sales in retail
quantities only. 10 percent case discount on all wines and liquors, advertised specials excluded. No
sales in excess of 20 gallons. No sales for resale. At licensed Safeway stores only.

Classified
for November 4th from 9:00 to 12:30
in Redwood Lounge. Dance lessons

Discount Keg Beer. The Other Side
822-1229
or 822-5661.
12-7
Sushi (Japanese delicacy) for sale at
Arcata Co-op
Large $2.14, small
$1.29. Made fresh daily. Try it for
lunch!

10-26

IBM Selectric— Two clone, silver
reed 223-c typewriter with correction
key.

Mint

condition.

Must

sell

now

$700 or best offer. Call 826-0102 to
see

10-26

For Sale: Is it true you can buy jeeps
for $44 through the U.S. Government? Get the facts today! Call (312)
742-1142,

ext.

7234

11-16

burritos Autenticos! The original
burritos
made
by
M.E.C.H.A.—H.S.U.'s
Mexican
American Organization.
Come treat
your stomach to a healthy tasty lunch
in the U.C. quad. Next Wednesday,

Nov.

2

at

Noon.

10-26.

For Rent
Space for Horses— Grassy paddocks with shelter and water. $30
month, box stall $32.50. Exercise
area three miles north of HSU. Stables
of

the

Son.

11-2

Miscellaneous.

are

being

taught

beginning

in

Sunset

Lounge

26th

from

Wed

Griffith

Sheepdog,

scheduling

Brumagin

contact

at 1096

Sunset

Hall or call

826-4898
This Buds

Randy
10-26

for You

who

homes

will soon

only.

need

homes.

half Lab-Terrier.
Please

half

Life-long

call Gina or Jon

443-5241

10-26

interested at the B & E meeting today
at 4:30, Room 110. On Friday Curt
Strand, from Hilton International, will
be speaking at 9am in the Goodwin
Forum
10-26

Other Side.
2-7

Start Anytime to study the dance of

see

life, exercise of longevity, sport & self-

Monday Night ladies free pool at The
Over 21 only.

822-1229

Before you buy a wedding ring, come
our

save

prices

and

selection.

at Pacific Gold.

We

You'll

also have

Black Hills gold, Ear-piercing ($5.95)
Jewelry and much more.
Trade-ins

1806 H St. Arcata.

are welcome.
Gold and silver any
form. Come to Pacific Gold. 418 Fifth

Also Acupuncture

clinic provide Holistic Health Care
Services. Call or stop by! 822-6117
11-30
Qualified
Gymnastics
instructor
needed Monday 5-8pm, beginning
Nov. 14th. Hourly wage plus mileage
to Willow Creek. Contact D. Freeman,
(916)
629-3413
11-9
Are you ready

for parenthood? If not, contact Plann-

ed Parenthood for contraceptive information and supplies. If you are, contact Planned Parenthood for support
and information.
445-2018.
10-26

Eureka
thru Sat

Christian Fellowship for single people ages

18-85

every

Sunday

morn-

Street,

Eureka.

443-5371.

12-7

Overseas Jobs Summer, year-round
Europe, South America, Australia,
Asia. All fields. $500-$1,200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free information
Write IC Box 52-CA-Y, Corona Del
Mar,
Ca
92625.
10-26
Love Life a little more. Share
someone special.
Northcoast
nections Introduction Service.
ing area singles 18-80 since
Personalized, confidential. Free
mation.

677-3059.

Ca

Box 413,

95521.

it with
ConServ1981
infor-

Arcata,

10-26

Cheap,

Cheap,

Tasl- Whe swedt jacket end cold
Seiko
Kelli,

watch on 9/20.
445-0529

Lost—

Ladie’s brown

Lumberjack.
year.
Send
Lumberjack

Hall

10-17-83

at

ing at 10:30. Christians’ Restaurant
1062 G street, Arcata. For information call 822-0367 or 839-1910

value—

please

11-16

found.

Reward

7-2

University

Lounge around 10:45am.
take

you

East

Center
lost

6,

&

there!

HSU

Have

your

|

7?
PF

MAT
dial

(viejito).

The

442-4926

EMW.,

Arcata

Peter(Dance)

typist

paper,

will

resume,

type

your

thesis,

etc

We

want

Sod

10-26

popular belief, Ken Partridge is not
stuck up! —Committee to improve,
enhance and clear Ken Partridge’s
reputation
10-26

Big Bills Got
You Dewn?

are

Sell old items in

The Lumberjack
Classifieds

forever

without
you.
Let’s
get
together
tonight. We'll go dancing in the dark,
walking
through
the
park
and

reminiscing.
10-26

Love

you.

$1.50 for 25 words

Copey

Everything
(Except

with

up

Lee

in

stock

stock

to

0%
selected

items

|

ends

Bring in your old jeans

\\

and receive $5.00o0ff
towards anew pair!!

Uniontown
Arcata

Reddin

to love you

Dear Campus Co-eds— contrary to

Personals
Nights

Williams
fine

854

mens

clothing

Ninth Street 822-Oll7++ Arcata
OPEN

M-F

10-6;

just

P.L.T. come on over and we'll shake it
up. See you on the dance floor. Cem

Oct.

AV (oie

nights

aren't the same without you. Put down
the comic books and let's get down to
business! Love, Lizard Bits.
10-26

$1.00 per page! Dependable. Fast
Close
to campus.
Call
Ann
826-0508
12-7

Sale

Mt.Shasta Malt

y K.M

12-7

Experienced

With this coupon only

Toe

Feliz

De parte de tus

Amigas: JC,GM.,
10-26
Spunky—

10-26

Popotitos!

chment. Call Lorna for fast & accurate
service.
333
J street,
Eureka

excludes sale merchandise
BurreCenter
Eureka

a light?

Hernanez

Call
12-7

12-7

Hurry, offer expires Oct. 31st 1983

SIVA ses

5640

word processing, original copies, par-

on

25

Got

your

$30-up

Resume and cover letter preparation;

Reserve early!

Jean Fling!

822-

cumpleanos

Thesis Typing on word processor.
One charge includes original and
minor Changes. Call Lorna for fast accurate service. 333 J street, Eureka.

Wine

1701 Central Ave. McKinleyille 839-0572

Julia

What's

Professional.

at

Alan

Term Papers Typed. Spelling will be
accurate. Available overnight. Call
Lorna at 442-4926. Located at 333 J
street,
Eureka
12-7.

i

Ti)

MEL

10-26

442-4926

Birthdays

pleasure?

11-2

677-3392

while supply lasts

| Mand Spirits

MALE STRIPPER Bachelorette par.
ties,

manuscript

any 15 gallon keg
¥

mind! Thanks for being my friend. Surf
Cat
10-26

$4 per quarter, $10 per
check and address to
Subscriptions,
Nelson

Sweetheart—

watch

Sentimental

to U.P.D.

awaits

Jeff Claton You are always on my

typsetting

typed with care and accuracy on
Xerox
Memorywriter.
Special
discounts for long manuscripts.
Free
pick-up and delivery.
Stellar typing

Please call
10-26

Seiko

Cheap

done.
Resumes,
newsletters,
pamphiets,
announcements,
posters—anything
and
everything
that's associated with HSU. Cheapest
in town.
Call Smita
Patel at The
Lumberjack.
826-3259
5-30

research

Lost & Found

B.C

10-26.

Writers—

defense...
TAI.CHI.CHUAN free intro
class every Saturday, 10am-noon at

Men and Women!—

J.B.—Hiiii, Check’s in the mail.

Keep in Touch with Humboldt happenings. Buy a subscription to The

Opportunities

Anheuser Busch representive will be
giving a marketing seminar to anyone

10-26

a friend. Guaranteed, Send $1 refundable.
Student Data Research, 49
Downing, Suite 1, Fall River, Mass
11-2
02723

(11)

Sandra Duffy, a

10-26

Like Finding a gold mine. Computers

11-2

with

HAT
SHOP,
418
6th St.
Open 9:30am-5:30pm Mon

contain
millions
of scholarships,
grants, financial aid—unclaimed. Help

Hall

Help! We have many young puppies

Hall, 14 & J, Swing with Swingshift
$4 donation. Sat. 8-12pm, Oct. 29

Benefit for Ar-

and
120

8:00-11:00 and will continue until Friday the 4th. If you have a problem

cata Recycling Center at Arcata Vets

Dance—

Oct. 26, 1983

criminal
offenders.
Tuesdays
Thursdays
10am-4pm.
Room

Ladies—
Do
you
want to be
“SEEN'—on "HALLOWEEN"? Wear a
Gaucho Felt—They glow in the dark
$12.99 From THE MAD HATTER

Halloween

The Lumberjack

Help Us! Subjects needed for a study
in judgments regarding the danger of

A Country Dance is being planned

For Sale

Page 27

SAT.

11-5
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‘We picked
up distrust
of the U.S.’

Leah Halper

U.N. intern criticizes
disarmament process
By Joyce
Pasternak

M.

Mancini

and

Joanne

Managing editor and Staff writer

‘‘The Soviet Union is not full of
enemies, it’s full of people just like you
and me,’’ a United Nations nuclear
disarmament committee intern said at
a rally on the quad Friday.
Leah Halper, 23, received the opportunity to work with committees in New
York and Europe for one year through

The

1981-82

recipient of the award

ed her internship in August and began
a statewide
speaking
tour
in
September. HSU was her last stop.

Students

who

went

to the campus

Office on Monday

may have been surprised
literaily had to walk
bodies to get there.

Almost

40 members

to find they

over

dozens

of

of the campus

organization, Students for Peace, stag-

ed a ‘‘die-in’’ in the first floor corridor

‘*We’re here because regardless of the
justifications and regardless of whose
decision it was, HSU

has become com-

plicit in genocidal preparations.
‘*We’re here to register our objections

to this

process

in a visible and

dramatic way.”
Barbara

Stratton,

associate director

of experiential education, said she
received notification Friday that there
would be a peaceful protest.

Halper

said she blames

NATO

for

Stratton
ws

added
and

that

supported

while

she

the students’

right to protest,
because
of the
legalities involved she did not see much
chance of any change in the job-listing
system.
Kathy Devaney, a biology junior,
was among the protestors. She said she
felt the arms race had become a game
of chicken ‘‘that will only lead to the
end.’”’
‘*The university should not be in
cohorts with labs that produce these

letting

we

don’t

cluded.

when the students entered the building
singing ‘‘We Shall not be Moved.’’

censor,’ she said.
Last year 38 people applied

to the

One

of

the

students

popped

an

air-

filled paper bag, and the entire group
fell to the ground in mock death.

Livermore

decide

lab and

—

11 to Los Alamos,

Stratton said, but only
applied to the CIA.

two

students

have

but the representatives don’t

permission

from

their

govern-

ments.
She said the committee is currently
working on a test-ban treaty, a pro-

gram of disarmament

which would set

specific dates on reaching goals, and a
ban
on
chemical
and
radiological

weapons.
never been invented, but Halper said
discussion about it is being used to

something illegal,’’ Stratton said.
‘*We put ourselves in the role of providing information for students and
them

months,

‘*I’ve
changed
completely,’’
she
said. ‘‘I think the U.N. is a tool that’s
never been tried.’’

Harwood said
the
employment
office already weeds out racist and sexist job listings, and they should expand
so that ‘‘genocidal jobs’’ are not in-

are required to list
unless they are doing

said. ‘‘This is where the fireworks go
on.”’
She said the committee
has the
energy to negotiate a treaty within two

A radiological weapon has radioactive debris in a bombshell. One has

of Nelson Hali West, to protest the
employment office’, posting of recruitment
materials for
the
CIA,
Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos
laboratories.
The laboratories conduct weapons
research.
The hour-long protest began at noon

‘‘Legally we
employers’ jobs

in

she was cynical and felt the United Nations accomplished nothing.

office policy

Garth
Harwood,
a peace studies
senior, said in a speech at the protest,

Editor

Studen'Employmen

In an interview before the rally,
Halper said that before the internship

blocking the United Nation’s progress
in disarmament talks. She said it’s a
direct violation of the 1949 United Na-

By Pat Stupek

Disarmament

chosen for their geographica] and
political balance.
‘*The whole purpose of the committee is to hash out a treaty,’’ Halper

was Andrea Tarantino, an HSU social
sciences graduate student studying international relations.
Halper,
a
Stanford
University
graduate in English and history, finish-

Group ‘dies’ to protest

on

The
internship
was
started
in
memory
of activist Anne
Peabody
Brown by her friends in Palo Alto after

Brown

Brown died of cancer in 1980, Halper

40 bodies clog hall

Committee

tatives from 40 countries, she said. The
representative countries are carefully

Peabody

said.

Protesters blocked the corridors of the HSU Student Employment
Office Monday to protest listings of job openings for the CIA, Los
Alamos and Lawrence Livermore Labs. The students said the protest was meant not only to stop the listings, but to educate the people on campus and to respond to an international day of direct action.

U.N.

Geneva, Switzerland, for about six
months.
The Committee on Disarmament is
the organization’s latest multilateral
negotiating body, made up of represen-

Internship

the Anne
Program.

—Charlie Metivier

tions charter that asked countries not
to form a military block.
‘The U.N. keeps the vision of disarmament alive,’’ she said.
She said she was able to observe the

weapons,’’

Devaney

said.

He said he was aware of the legal
regulations the office was under. ‘‘The
difference is most of us here believe
there are moral

regulations above and

beyond the latest federal regulation.’’

divert attention
issues.
Both Halper

from

nuclear weapons

and

Tarantino

agree

that their internships made them wary
of trusting

the

United

States’

nuclear

weapons policies.
‘One thing we both picked up on
our internships is distrust of the U.S.,”’
Tarantino said.
“| mistrust our

government

than
I
mistrust
the
government,’’ Halper said.

more

Soviet

Tarantino said when she was in
Europe for her internship, she was embarrassed by the lack of awareness and,

experience our representatives have.
She said they seem to know very little
about the policies and foreign affairs
of the countries to which they were appointed.

Halper said during the coming years
she wants to work on important issues.
She said she considers herself
an
important

resource

because

of the in-

ternship.
“*T feel I’m a link between the local
situation and the global picture,’’
Halper said.
Halper said that despite HSU’s
remote location, people have information on the Euromissile crisis situation.
‘*It’s not that we don’t have enough

information.

We are bombarded

it, but there’s no analysis
issues,’’ Halper said.

of

with
the

Food As Art Show

Firm and soft tofu win fashion award
By Scott Rappaport
Staff writer

Looking for success in the world of high fashion?
Well, you might consider dressing up as something
irresistibly edible. Hey don’t laugh — it worked

for

me.
But let me backtrack a little. On special assignment
for
The
Lumberjack,
my _ culinary
photographer and I eagerly set out to cover the second annual ‘‘Food As Art’’ fashion and art show

Saturday night at the Humboldt Cultural Center in
Eureka.

But we had a major dilemma:

how could we, as

members of the press, really capture the full flavor
of the historic event? We thought about this at
length and approximately 10 seconds later made the

fateful decision to go incognito.
Cleverly disguised as pieces of tofu (I was firm,
she was soft) we nonchalantly entered the Cultural
Center at 8 p.m. and proceeded to casually check
out the food-art scene.
Impersonating tofu, we found out, was a breeze
— we just covered our bodies completely in white
and acted totally dull, bland and tasteless the entire
evening. But despite our wholesome appearance, we
were totally unprepared for the spiced-out exhibits
that were yet to come.
The first sculpture that caught my eye was a little
thing entitled ‘‘Rocky Road.”’ It consisted of a

‘Submerged in the Jello was
a Mr.

Bill-like doll, dead...’

Ooh, la-la! Steve Carper’s ‘French Cuisine’ tantalized taste buds without
the threat of

miniature

Wells

Fargo truck,

ing down

a road

excess

mar-

and

That’s how I found out the flavor of the Jelloin

upon

I had

painstakingly

created

Dates.’’

It consisted

each adorned

when

called

I came

‘Blind

back in reality, I checked out ‘‘Sic Semper Potatum

on

the

Mounted on a black pedestal was a scantily-clad,
black-lace-stockinged leg, thigh and hip. A black
satin blanket covered what was presumably the rest
of this magnificently proportioned work of art.

individual little pair of

Stevie Wonder-like dark sunglasses.
But this was only the tip of the iceberg. After fortifying myself with wine, hors d’oeuvres and a brief
conversation with a well-dressed man who wore a
sprig of parsley in his breast pocket, | moved on to
the ‘‘heavy’’ exhibits.
There’s not a whole lot you can say about a work
of art entitled ‘‘Hot Dogs Having Trouble In
Rough Weather.’’ If you can picture in your mind’s
eye a mobile of 10-12 mini-franks with wings, flying
over the ocean, some with buns, some without, then
maybe you can get some insight into some of the intense emotions that passed through me as I gazed
upon this awesome work of art.
After another glass of wine to ground myself

Donuts’’

It was a sculpture entitled ‘‘French Cuisine’’ and
it was exotic, yet exhilarating in that truly inimitable French way.

of a tray full of fresh dates,

with its own

of ‘‘Don’s

However, I soon saw something that shattered
any illusion that I had the slightest idea of what was
going on around me.

Jell Well.’’
boxtop an-

and _ brie-covered

a delightful little sculpture

of Don

At this point, I felt I was starting to approach
what I thought was a deep philosophical understanding of this truly unique art form.

in some kind of ecstasv, with only his outstretched
hand breaking the Jello surface.

cracker

a picture

screen.

the Jello ‘vas a Mr. Bill-like doll, dead, or possibly

nouncing the flavor.
I dropped the guacamole

Mancini

a televison that had a rubber gorilla statue on its top

shmallows, staying, of course, within the bounds of
the marshmallow dotted white line.
I soon found myself staring into a fish bowl filled
to the brim with black rasberry Jello. Submerged in

this work of art entitled ‘‘Hell In The
His flailing hand held up a cardboard

M.

Reclinus,’’
% tasty little number that consisted of a
human-like yam reclining on a couch made up of
russet potatoes. lt nursed a TV dinner and watched

fire-engine red, driv-

full of chocolate-covered

—Joyce

calories.

I was totally enthralled with the beauty of the
piece. It was hard to tear my eyes away from a
sculpture of such immense beauty — especially
when it moved and I realized there actaally was a
live woman under there. But someone suddenly
grabbed my arm and hustled me upstairs as it was
sae to get ready for the ‘‘Food as Art’’ fashion

show.

—Joyce

M

Mancini

Cheery tomatoes Christy Wayne and Billie

Freudiger danced a saucy little number to

win the best performance category.

Standing in the stairwell with the other models,
cracking jokes with the Frog lady and sweating with
the Sushi girl, my photographer and fellow tofu impersonator clutched my arm in fear. I was excited. I

See TOFU,

page 4A
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‘Arms and the Man’

Play attacks macho

night when he falls asleep on her bed.
Here one begins to sense Raina’s selfdoubt of her own values.

By Roger Rouland
Staff writer

The second act, set two seasons later

Since the beginning of time males
have been confronted by social mores
requiring them to be courageous, virile

and unemotional — in today’s terms:
macho.

Demonstrating
can

sometimes

Center brought

how
be,

ludicrous

this

Pacific

Art

the

Bernard Shaw’s play,

‘*Arms and the Man,”’ to Arcata Friday night, opening a series of four

weekends the play will be performed.
Showing

few signs of opening night

stiffness, the cast of ‘‘Arms and the
Man”’ presented an enjoyable evening
of integrated light humor and human
truths with poise and confidence.
The play attacks the macho image of

man. Rusty Shoop, the play’s leading
man, said in an interview with the cast
after
Friday’s
performance.
Shoop
also works as the weather forecaster
for KIEM television.

Shoop

said the play also makes

a

declaration about war accessible to au-

diences through humor.
‘‘On

the surface

it’s

a commentary

on war,”’ he said. ‘‘But it’s done in a
comedic sense, which is why it works.”’
The play was not just accessible to
the audience, it was heartily received,
largely due to Shoop. His cool delivery
of wisecracks in his portrayal of Bluntschili,

a Swiss professional soldier dur-

ing the first Balkan War, obviously
tickled the crowd’s funny bone.
Bluntschili, who defects from the army because of his hunger and fatigue,
lands accidentally in the bedroom of
Raina.
The
young,
aristocratic
Bulgarian

woman,

played

by

Marthe

Dowd, is engaged to a hard-nosed major.
The play’s conflict stirs when Bluntschili challenges Raina’s ideals and tells
her of the silly overzealous major in
command of an enemy unit. The major, Sergius
Saranoff,
is Raina’s
betrothed.

Despite

Raina’s

men

superficial

air

of

disgust
towards
Bluntschili’s
blunt
remarks, she allows him to spend the

following the end of the war, finds
Raina’s fiance and father, who are
both

majors,

back

at

home.

Again

Bluntschili disrupts the expected with a
return visit to the aristocrat’s home.
This act not only finds Raina balking
at her traditional values by batting her
eyes at Bluntschili, but also shows
Saranoff making a pass at Louka, the
household
maid
played
by Sally

By Fant DeMark rbrte editor
Larry Sparks began his bluegrass

The Arcata Recycling Center’s

Fifth Annual Halloween Dance
with Swingshift, Saturday, 8
p.m.-midnight, Arcata Veterans

career when he joined Ralph
Stanley’s group in 1967 as a
guitarist and vocalist. He formed
his own group, The Lonesome

admission.
Some of Arcata’s most im-

Ramblers, in 1969 and has recorded more than 22 albums since
then. He is renowned for his instrumental prowess and for a voice

Hall, 14th and J streets, Arcata, $4

aginative Halloween costumes have
promenaded

Veterans

through the Arcata

during the Recycling Center’s
Halloween Dance.

Advance tickets are available at
Wildwood Music, 1027 I St., Arcata.

Fifth District County Supervisor,

Logan.

Resolving the couple’s conflict in
values, Saranoff proposes to Louka,
and Bluntschili and Raina also decide
to be married.
‘“‘Arms and the Man,” billed by
PAC as a ‘‘pleasant play,’’ was just
that.
It succeeded because the cast
knew when to play for laughs and
when to emphasize the dramatic truth

Wesley Chesbro and Arcata City

of the moment.
Raina’s father’s attempt to generate
laughter by yelling was a problem. The

finest swing band and some of the

audience did laugh, but there was a
slight overkill in loudness for the sake

Center.

of humor.
One of the most dramatic moments
arises during the collision of values

Ramblers, Thursday, 9 p.m., Jam-

when Major Saranoff,

in disregard for

his aristocracy, chooses to ignore his
upbringing by proposing to Louka the
maid.

The character of Saranoff illustrates
“some of the finest heroism and lowest
basism I’ve ever seen,’’ David Anderson, who played Nicola the butler,

said.
Anderson, who is performing in his
30th play, credited the playwright for
Friday night’s success.

‘‘Shaw

plays like a Swiss

been working with the cast since Sept.
12 and directing some plays for PAC
its

first

gives much
formers.
“‘The cast

show

seven

of the credit
is so

special

Councilmember,

Julie Fulkerson,

will be the emcees as costumed
contestants parade for the audience
in between sets by local country

Dave Trabue, Coffeehouse Concert, at the Depot in the HSU
University Center, tonight, 8 p.m.,
free admission.

swing band Swingshift.
Halloween dances will be in
abundance this weekend, but this
one not only will have the area’s

Trabue is a smooth vocalist and
acoustic guitarist with more than
18 years performing experience.

wildest costumes, it will also

benefit the Arcata Recycling

His repertoire of pop and country

tunes covers a wide time span of
vintage and modern

Larry Sparks and The Lonesome
balaya, 915 H St., Arcata, $4 admission.

Richard
Petkoff,

One of the reasons the cast was consistent was because all but Shoop and

Dowd have acted together before in
PAC productions. The PAC veterans
of the cast included Pamela Lyall who
Petkoff,

Logan,

Streiff

Anderson,

consistent and intelligent.’’

Catherine

With

not?

their level of expertise and professionalism,’’ said Dodgen.
‘‘They’re

played

music.

pizza and beverages available, and
free admission, what the hey, why

Joe
and

as a Russian

Dune

officer,

as Major

Matthew

Paul

L’Herault

years

‘*Arms

and the Man’’

is worth

arms from the man and shows that the

two together do not necessarily make a
man.

Harino' Chik

ago,
of
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45°

Well Drinks
7pm-11pm

Friday, October 28

2 for 1 Happy Hour
4pm-8pm

Saturday, October 29

Halloween Party
865 Sth Street

see-

ing — for the laughs, the drama, and
the message — which separates the

to the perbecause

as

Major Sergius Saranoff.

watch,”

the beauty comes ‘‘when you open it
up and see how it works.”’
Director Toodie Dodgen, who has
since

that many consider one of the
most soulful in bluegrass.

Hall the past four years

2 for 1 Happy Hour
9pm-12pm
35° Champagne at midnight
Arcata

Wednesday,

Oct.

26,

1983,
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Bella’s dance company reveals
innovative dance/motion pieces
could be heard idling outside, the entirely black-clad Lewitsky was patient
and gracious during the questioning.

Paul DeMark
Arts editor

The almost 1,400 patrons that attended the Bella Lewitsky Dance
Company’s performances at the John

Van Duzer Theatre Friday and Saturday were exposed to the group’s strik-

ingly original dance /motion pieces.
The dance company has operated

**I use music similies in
describing my work. I have
likened my company to a
chamber ensemble. A sym-

phony orchestra achieves a certain effect but a chamber group
is made up of soloists. I strive
for chamber-group quality.’’

under the guidance of 67-year-old

dancer and choreographer Bella
Lewitsky since 1966.
The iconoclastic Lewitsky has had

an illustrious career spanning five
decades, including sharing the
‘*‘Dance Magazine’ Award for Excellence with Mikhail Baryshnikov in

“*I don’t believe in star
systems. Each dancer has
freedom within the company to

1978.
These quotes are from an interview
with Lewitsky following Saturday

contribute. There is no caste
system.”’

night’s show. Although in a hurry to
catch her black touring bus, which

—Charlie

Metivier

Walter Kennedy and David Plettner struggling to get out of each
other’s ‘head space’ during ‘Inscape.’

_
»

“Dance is the most immediate art
form. Nothing stands between the artist

_and the instrument. Not everyone has
p played the violin, not everyone has played
~ the flute, but everyone has moved. We all
have a movement language that everyone
knows and understands — but maybe not

, consciously.’’

Tig

ie

The Bella Lewitsky dancers performing in ‘Inscape.’ Now everyone jump up, touch your toes yl
and freeze.
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TofuContinued from page 1A
couldn’t understand why everyone was so nervous,
so I just shrugged and finished another glass of
champagne.
After strutting our stuff, we all stood in the au-

dience and watched two women dressed as tomatoes
dance their way through a wonderfully risque and
obscure calypso tune entitled ‘‘Don’t Touch Me
Tomato.”’
But the hour of reckoning was drawing near. The
tension was high as we waited for the judges to
determine the winners of this prestigious fashion
event. So we resorted to what we did best — we ate
— and mingled with the crowd. But mostly we ate.
Thirty minutes later, after asking the audience

members

if they

had

had

enough

emcee announced the winners.
Interestingly enough, it was

to drink,

the emcee

the

himself,

Van Shields, who won the ‘‘best of show’’ award
for his epic sculpture, ‘‘Hot Dogs Having Trouble
In Rough Weather.’’ The dancing tomatoes, Billie
Freudiger and Christy Wayne, swept the ‘‘food in
performance’’

—Joyce

Bill McWhorter’s ‘Blind Dates’ was

the

winners

of

the

‘‘gourmet’’

a perfect match for the ravenous crowd at the Cultural
newly discovered galleria of art.
As we headed out the door, I took one last glance
at the donut sculpture on the wall, the exhibit of exposed but undeveloped film containing images of
food photographed in 1941 and the mound of
Twinkies arranged in an amazingly stark, neoCubist geometric pattern.
Turning quickly, I headed out into the night.

little chunks of tofu, we beat out a sushi chef wear-

ing a crab net for a hat, a bamboo mat around her
neck and fishing lures for earrings; a lady wearing a

Tom Nowell won the ‘‘non-edible art’’ category
became
show.

Mancini

Center Saturday night.

category.

for his photo essay of ‘‘courting’’ tomatoes.
And in our own bland and tasteless way,

M

Purina Cat Chow sack with sewn plastic accessories
stuffed with cat chow and glitter and a lady who

we

fashion

dressed up as frogs’ legs.
But all good things must come

It was a sweet victory for us, especially when you

consider who we were up against. I mean, posing as

to an end and a

few hours later, we realized it was time to leave this
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